Your fish will thrive on

BiOrell

FLAKE FISH FOOD
NEVER CLOUDS WATER

It is no coincidence that BiOrell is THE BRAND LEADER for flake fish foods in the U.S.A. and one of the most popular brands on the continent. Discriminating aquarists see the results of feeding this fine quality flake fish food in the brilliant colours and full development of their fish.

This is why BiOrell is fast becoming the most sought-after fish food in the U.K.

★ UNBEATABLE VALUE FOR MONEY:

Staple food for all Tropical Fish—Available in 4 sizes
STANDARD — 1/11 EACH
DOUBLE — 3/- EACH
BREEDERS SIZE — 6/9
LITRE TIN — 22/6

Special Food for all GOLD and COLD-WATER FISH:
STANDARD SIZE 1/3
BREEDERS SIZE 4/6

Manufactured in W. Germany

MAGIC WORMS
FREEZE DRIED TUBIFEX CUBES
Suitable for all Tropicals, Goldfish, Marines, Turtles

NEED NO REFRIGERATION!

Petcraft Magic Worms are freeze-dried by a special process which preserves the fresh flavour and nutritional value—compressed and cut into cubes, packed in sealed screw-top plastic containers to retain their freshness.

IT'S 'MAGIC'—TO WATCH YOUR FISH GO FOR THEM!

5 gm. CONTAINER PRICE 3/3 Guaranteed min. 55% protein content

FEED YOUR FISH ON BiOrell and MAGIC WORMS

... THEY WILL ENJOY THE CHANGE OF DIET

Available at all Pet and Aquarist stores
Distributed by THOMAS'S LIMITED SQUARE ROAD HALIFAX

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
Comments and Quotes

- Cultivated marines
- Mollies show more females in the wild
- Fish have ulcers too
- UDN dying down?

Power House Marines

A SCHEME for setting up 'fish farms' in the warm-water outfalls of power stations, outlined in the journal of the Central Electricity Generating Board recently, makes a tasty addition to the 'backing Britain' endeavours of us all. Dr. Herbert Cole, director of Fishery Research at the Ministry of Agriculture, sees the possibility in these plans not only of a steady supply of young oysters and prawns for consumption at home, but the chance of developing a flourishing new export industry in sending them abroad. "In the restaurants of the western world the demand for sea food is insatiable," Dr Cole states. 'Crustacean meat of all kinds is equivalent to hard currency. Those we don't eat, we can export at high prices.' It is believed that the processing and marketing of fishes such as soles, plaice, halibut, turbot and brill, reared by intensive breeding from selected stock in warm-water ponds, could be as successful as it is in the poultry industry; and although a considerable programme of research must still be undertaken, it is reported that the preliminary stages are under way. Dublin Bay prawns and Whitstable oysters may yet find themselves replaced on the menu by delicacies such as 'Bethnal Green Power Station scampi' and 'Oysters à la Lots Road Generating Plant'.

More Females than Males

If you have been tearing your hair because the fray from your sailfin mollies all seem to grow up to be females you can stop blaming your management. It seems that in Nature the same preponderance of females can occur. In a report in the Bulletin of the Florida State Museum on 'The Fishes of the St. Johns River System' this statement about Mollie- 
sia latipinna appears: 'A dispropor- 
tionate sex ratio existed; of 700 speci-
mens examined 72.2 per cent were females'.

This was only one observation among a great many made in the study of 60 species of fishes in the St. Johns River. The River is unique in having two main parts separated by an underground section through which the River flows for more than 2 miles. Dr Thomas R. Hellier Jr., who made the report, was interested in the area because of the long underground section obviously imposes a barrier to movement of fishes, and he was interested to see what species were found in the River's different parts. Mollies were found below the natural bridge section, where the water is more brackish, but some other species were found to be breeding both in the upper section and the lower section of the River.

Ills of the Flesh

Do not too lightly dismiss the pained expression on the face of your Oscar. He could be suffering from stomach ulcers! Dr. J. C. Marr, area director of the United States Bureau of Commercial Fisheries in Hawaii, reports that when the stomachs of 64 billfish from the nearby Kona Coast were examined last year, ulcers similar to those found in humans were detected in two male
marlins.

With this suggestion that fishes might also suffer from one of civilised
man’s ailments aquarists might begin
to wonder whether sudden deaths
in the aquarium could be due to
heart attacks in fish. If fishes were
shown to be affected by their aquari-
um water in the same way that the
latest report of the Medical Research
Council says drinking water can
affect the development of heart and
artery disease in man, we shall all
be looking at water hardness readings
with a new interest. However, whereas
the medical report suggests that
the soft water areas in Britain
have a higher incidence of deaths
from cardiovascular disease most
aquarists would agree that it is the
hard water supplies that seem to be
least advantageous for fishkeeping
or, more accurately, fish breeding.
Just as well!

UDN Dying Down?

UDN, or ulcerative dermal necrosis,
the salmon disease that was first
reported 3 years ago in County Kerry,
may be on the decline. This does not
mean, unfortunately, that deaths
from the disease have suddenly come
to an end. Only a month or two ago
its presence was confirmed in the
chief South Wales rivers, the Usk,
the Towy and the Teifi. The Wye
and all the east-flowing rivers from
the Tweed north to the Moray Firth
are affected. But, nevertheless, the
incidence of the disease in County
Cork and County Kerry has de-
creased this spring and numbers of
diseased salmon removed from the
Tweed have declined. The fact that
it all seems to have happened
before—between 1877 and 1889 and
in the very same rivers—and died
down (though it took 12 years to do
so) gives hope of the survival pros-
spects of the salmon in this disaster.

Fears for the survival of the Atlan-
tic salmon, Salmo salar, are now
arising from another source, however.
Between 1957 and 1964 the number
of salmon taken commercially in the
sea off West Greenland rose from 2
metric tons to 1,400 metric tons or
450,000 fish. It seemed that the chief
marine feeding ground of the salmon,
so long a mystery, had been found.
In the last 4 years the weight of the
annual catch has averaged 1,500
metric tons and the Greenlanders are
likely soon to be joined by Japanese
fishing vessels, already reported in
the vicinity, with the possibility of
the Russians joining in. It is feared
that unless some international agree-
ment is reached, Salmo salar may not
survive this latest depredation.

PFM Photo
COMPETITION

There are no special categories of entry for this
Competition. Photographs in black and white or
colour (prints or transparencies) can show your
favourite fish in close-up, the interior of your
aquarium, fish breeding or other fish behaviour,
or your garden pond. Each entry will be judged
according to photographic merit as well as for its
interest to fish-keepers. Main cash prizes will be
£5 each, with subsidiary prizes of £2 each, plus a
monthly chance of being paid one guinea if a picture
is selected for printing in an issue of PFM appearing
before final judging and announcement of results.
Use the entry form from a current issue of PFM
when sending your pictures and please read the
Rules and Conditions for the Competition printed
in the June issue.
THIS is the HALVIN no. 17 "CHAMPAGNE" FILTER

Part of the "Wide Choice" range of accessories by Halvin, including:
No. 32 BOTTOM FILTER
No. 34 BOTTOM FILTER
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No. 22 BAR TRAP
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From good aquarium supply shops everywhere
For further information write:
SCAN LTD., OLD BATH ROAD, COLNBROOK, SLOUGH, BUCKS.

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
KEITH BARRACLOUGH ONE OF BRITAIN'S LEADING MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS

COLD WATER & POND PLANTS

*Oxydoras* .......................... 6d. per cutting
*Elodea densa* ...................... 6d. per cutting
*Elodea crispa* ..................... 6d. per cutting
*Hygrophila* ......................... 6d. per cutting
*Bacopa* ............................ 6d. per cutting
*Bacopa* ............................ 6d. per cutting
*Sagittaria* ......................... 6d. per root
*Valisneria* ......................... 6d. per root

Marginal Plants

Assorted packs of twelve plants ........ 2/6 each

Lilies etc.
*White lilies, Nymphaea Alba* ........ 1s. 6d.
*Yellow lilies, Nymphaea Chromatella* 2/6 each
*Pink lilies, Nymphaea m. carnea* ..... 2/6 each
*Red lilies, Nymphaea Attraction* .... 2/6 each
*Water Hawthorn, Aponogon fistulous* 5s. 6d.
*Floating Water Soldier* ............. 2s. 6d.

TERMS:
Strictly cash with order. Please add 5/- carriage and packing charge. Plants are subject to availability, and prices are subject to alteration on receipt of new stocks without notice.

OUR SELECTION OF 100 AQUARIUM PLANTS

including postage
COLD WATER PLANT COLLECTIONS ALSO AVAILABLE
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THE AQUARIST'S BIBLE
COSTS ONLY 6d.

Send for your copy today! THIS NEW, 48-PAGE, FULLY ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE contains hundreds of new items and hundreds of new illustrations, plus a list of interesting information and a list of 100 varieties of tropical fish normally held in stock. It is a most useful guide and a "must" for any aquarist whether experienced or new to the hobby. Complete the coupon below for your free copy.

To: KEITH BARRACLOUGH, Aquariumist, 568 Great Horton Road, Bradford 7.

Please send me your Aquarist's Catalogue, I enclose stamps value 6d. to cover postage.
Name: ..................................
Address: ...................................
Block capitals please.

TERMS: Cash with order. Mail order delivery by return throughout the country (FISH BY RAIL within 3 days). CASH DELIVERY GUARANTEED.

568 GREAT HORTON ROAD, BRADFORD 7, YORKS.

Telephone: BRADFORD 73372.

Open daily 9 a.m.-6.30 p.m.; 9 a.m.-8 p.m. each Friday. Half-day closing Wednesday, 1 p.m.

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers.

NEW PROOFS DE LUXE

GARDEN PUMP...

(LOW VOLTAGE) Waterfall/fountain kit, including low voltage transformer. Fully guaranteed for 12 months. Delivery by return. ONLY £5 19 6 p. & p.

keith AQUARIST
barracloough

COME AND VISIT US WHEN YOU ARE NEAR BRADFORD. You can park as long as you want outside the door.
LETTERS

More Praise for the Specialists

URING the past few months much has been written on the 'Backing Britain' campaign and its influence on the aquatic hobby. Little information seems to have been brought to the attention of the public, however, on what societies are doing to foster and promote this theme.

We in Great Britain have probably the best selection of specialist societies anywhere in the world, all of whom have, for a long time, been playing a minor but nevertheless appreciable role in this field. Your readers are no doubt familiar with such names as the Fancy Guppy Association, the Goldfish Society of Great Britain, the British Killifish Association, International Catfish and ourselves of the International Marine Study Society. Most of these specialist societies have many overseas members, and with all but one exception their respective journals circulate throughout the world. One only has to glance at a cross-section of the aquatic literature coming in from Europe, South Africa, Australia and the United States and one or more of these groups are nearly always mentioned.

It is often said that Great Britain is far behind other countries in the field of aquatics, but in the field of international relations the British-founded organisations stand supreme. It is often repeated that the most famous definition of a specialist is one who learns more and more about less and less, but look where it's getting us . . . !

M. J. PARRY
Public Relations Officer,
International Marine Study Society

Own Up, Winners!

I DO hope we're not entering a phase of anonymous winners at club shows. In the Club News in the May issue of PFM one or two awards were made to mysterious individuals or groups of individuals who were simply designated by one initial letter. No doubt friends in their own and local clubs know who they are but it is going to make club results a bit impersonal if all the awards come to be won by X and Z of Devonport, for instance. Please don't hide your light under too many bushels, prize-winners, or the club results will begin to read like a James Bond thriller.

Ashford, Middlesex

Looking for Colour!

BEING a tetra fan I take great interest in all your articles. In your account of the rosy tetra (PFM, December 1967) you say a tank of these is a sight to behold. Try a dozen or so of rosy tetras and black phantoms. Wow!

Blandellands, Liverpool

Moving Art

A RECENT television programme introduced the growing trend by a group of artists to create colourful moving designs in frames for home decoration instead of the conventional still picture. Although these were ingenious and I'm sure most soothing to watch I could not help thinking that the lighted decorative aquarium achieves the same object less expensively and in a much more satisfying and interesting way, asking as it does for creative participation from its owner. There's still a great need for aquarium designs that fit into the contemporary home, however, and given this I'm sure that even more people would take up keeping fishes. Ugly aquarium stands are still the commonest form of aquarium support on view at the shops; the public needs to be shown some alternatives I think.

Reading, Berks.

L. CARLTON

Programmes for Meetings

THANK you for publishing my letter a few months ago in which I asked secretaries etc. to contact me with details of speakers, programme aids etc. for inclusion in a booklet I proposed to prepare for the benefit of club secretaries sometimes at a loss to provide regular first-class programmes. Mr J. V. Morrice of London was kind enough to write to me twice in extremely helpful vein, but as his was the only reply to my plea I have regretfully decided to abandon the project. Shame on you secretaries! No more complaints, please, about your difficulties in booking up speakers.

BON TENCH
Chairman, Warrington A.S.

Gentle Water Change Needed

THE mention of Otoinclus in the article on the aquarium catfishes (PFM, June) has reminded me of a tip that might be worth passing on. I have always enjoyed having these fish in my tanks because they are attractive to look at and do a very good job of keeping leaves free from algae; but at first I was most unsuccessful in introducing them into the aquarium. I once lost four in 2 days only to find their tankmates, in the shop where I had bought them and had been given the second two fishes free as replacements, still swimming merrily about. They seem to be extremely sensitive to water change and although I had floated them in my tank for the required time to equalise the temperatures the water change was obviously too much for them. Two further replacements from the same batch of fish were purchased and floated in a large jar in my tank. Water from the tank was introduced into the jar gradually over a period of 4-6 hours. Only then were the fish released. Since then I have always followed this method and never had any further trouble with them.

Oxford

HOW TO PLANT WITHOUT LEADING

WOULD like to support Arpee in his statement that it is not necessary to use weights to obtain a satisfactory planting (Personal Comment, PFM, June). When I
planted my first tank I was persuaded to buy some lead weights and found them very difficult to put on the plants without breaking the stems. Furthermore they seemed to do the plants no good at all. I ran out of weights and started to plant without them. If the gravel layer is of a suitable thickness (1½–2 in.) there should be no problem in getting the plant to stay put. Cuttings should be guided down by a finger, and plants with long roots (such as Vallisneria) should have the root twisted round the finger which is then pushed into the gravel. Put the root or stem in as deeply as possible and then give the plant a little tug to raise it so that only the required amount of plant is embedded. Of course, fish should not be put into the tank for a week or ten days so that the plants have rooted well by that time. The real secret, though, is in having enough gravel in the tank.

Edinburgh

M. MCLAUCHLAN

Transatlantic TOPICS

The word shark has always held a fatal fascination for members of the human race and though the majority of fishes with this title are barred from our tanks (for obvious reasons), we can still find a home for the so-called silver, black, red-finned and red-tailed 'sharks'.

Most books tell us that they have not spawned in captivity, so a report of such a feat from the South Suburban Aquarist Society, Markham, Illinois, is of popular interest. The gentleman to witness this was Len Morell and I can do no better than quote his own words:

'About 18 months ago I decided to try my hand at spawning the Labeo bicolor; at this time I had a young mature pair, approximately 4½ in. long, the male having a slight concave ventral and the female a convex ventral, both in profile.'

Len used a 24 in. by 8 in. by 8 in. tank, heavily planted and with rockwork made to form small caves; the water was soft (8° D.H.) and slightly acid (pH 6·6). He used peat to acidify and also to cut down the light—the acid conditions successfully counteracting any action on the eggs by bacteria and fungus.

Introduced into this set-up during the evening, the pair of sharks obliged by spawning the following morning, swimming in and out of one of the small caves. After each swim they turned on their backs and assumed a head to tail posture, in close contact and their bodies shaking rather like a mollie with the 'shimmies'.

After spawning the male took to guarding the eggs and the female was removed from the tank. Hatching took place in 48 hours and the fry were free-swimming 2 days later.

First foods were the British foods

Biol and Liquifry (red), which were given for about 4 days, followed by newly hatched shrimp and micro worm. Though some fatalities occurred the majority of the fry thrived and at 6 weeks of age began to change their silver-grey coloration through dark brown to black; the young displayed white tips to their fins and it wasn't until the eighth week that the familiar red appeared.

Armed with such information can we now expect would-be record-breakers on this side of the Atlantic to try their hand? Another upset for that gallant band of aquatic publishers who try desperately to keep their literature 'up-to-date'.

* * *

Citizens of the New World are very conscious of their weight and take steps to keep it down that involve much more effort than the usual dietary restrictions. One aquarium body laid on outings to their local swimming pool, claiming that this exercise—swimming—was good for the figure. Have none of these well-meaning folk ever taken a good look at a whale?

* * *

At the end of April, the Bronx Aquarium Society Inc. celebrated its eleventh Annual Tropical Fish Show and Exhibition. What is probably the best 'amateur' printed show schedule I have ever received was sent to me by them before the event. Containing 32 pages of advertisements and announcements it also had a wealth of hobbyists' names, from all over the world, congratulating the club.

From the cover, illustrated by Kappy Sprenger, to the 'thank you to the judges' on the last page, it is sure to become a collector's item.

* * *

It is just 12 months since Dr James Braddock from Michigan State University spoke for 2 hours on fighting fish (Betta splendens) to 'Betta Bets', a group of specialists on this species. A year has passed and they are still reeling from what he had to say! The learned Doctor is a student of animal behaviour and, in my book, a brave man to boot, to beard the lions in their den as it were.

His lecture was so informative and much of the information is new, that the audience left the meeting wondering whether it was the same fish they had been acquainted with all these years.

He spoke of nine-year-old Fighters still actively producing young, their preference for building nests under yellow light, and their apathetic reaction to the colour blue.

'Betta Bets' contains some top men in the field, but admittedly James Braddock's knowledge set them wondering had their 'acquaintance' all these years just been a nodding one?
Spawning Success with

Pelmatochromis annectens

SOME time ago, whilst peering into a tank of Pelmatochromis arnoldi, I noticed several odd fish which were much brighter coloured. After discussing them for some minutes I learned they were Pelmatochromis annectens. Being an inquisitive aquarist, I purchased the two the salesmen had selected as a pair. How he managed this I’ll never know, as the fish as far as I was concerned were still unsexable some 3 months later!

These beautiful cichlids come from Africa and seem to have a now one fish was definitely deeper in the body than the other.

Once more I tried beef heart as food, this time sliced into 2 in. strips about \( \frac{1}{2} \) in. by \( \frac{1}{4} \) in., and these the fish took readily. The quantity consumed each day was amazing. From the small amount of knowledge available from the books, I ascertained the annectens were difficult about half a cupful of sea salt.

The very next day all the gravel had been moved up to one end of the tank. Three days later the central rock in the aquarium was covered with grey-brown eggs. The following day the eggs were wriggling and 4 days after the eggs were laid the fry were free-swimming.

During this period the female

By DAVE LElliOTT

(Verulam Aquatic Group)

temperature range of from 68°F to 85°F (20–30°C). The two I purchased had white spot, very ragged finnage and were very hollow belled. I placed them into a 36 in. by 12 in. by 12 in. tank filled with tap water (hardness 340 p.p.m., pH 7.4 and a temperature of 80°F: 27°C) with a glass partition between them as they were inclined to fight.

At first they would eat only live fish and earthworms. My supplies of these foods became difficult as these fish, now 4 in. long, would eat some 20 small fish each per day or three full grown earthworms. I tried to feed them small lumps of beef heart but to no avail.

After some 4 months, and after clearing them of white spot, they had regained their finnage and body shape, and they seemed to have settled down. Because of this, one weekend I removed the glass partition and to my surprise they were quite amicable one to the other. By cult to induce to spawn, so I proceeded to alter the tank conditions.

At first I raised and lowered the temperature at various intervals but this had little effect. Next I tried changing large quantities of the water for rainwater; this they definitely disapproved of. After this a peat filter was tried, still with no success. Consulting the books again, I noticed a remark in one popular volume 'some sea salt may be necessary for their well being'. One more try I thought, and so I added guarded the eggs continually and moved them once. The male assisted slightly with the guarding but the female kept him well away from the eggs.

The parents were removed immediately the young fish took brine shrimp and some weeks later the youngsters were split between four 36 in. tanks; they number about 2500 to 3000. The parents, incidentally, eat very little now and have gone right off beef heart. Problems again!
How Fast is a Fish?

By R. McN. ALEXANDER
(University College of North Wales)

Some catfish swim clumsily and seem relatively slow, even when they are frightened. Barbs and tetras on the other hand, dart about a tank bewilderingly fast. One moment the fish you are trying to net is stationary in one corner of the tank. The next moment it is stationary in another corner, after moving so suddenly that you could not follow it with your eyes. Such fishes give an impression of great speed. How fast do they really move? The answer can be got from cine films.

High-Speed Film

The illustration on this page shows a series of outlines traced from a cine film of a seven-spot barb (Barbus lineomaculatus). The fish is seen from above, swimming off after being startled. The film was taken at the high speed of 64 frames/second but only alternate frames have been traced, so each outline shows the fish 1/32 second after the one before. At the start of the film the fish was stationary with its body straight, in position 1. When it was startled it bent its head and tail to the right (position 2) taking only 1/32 second to do so. After another 1/32 second it had bent the other way and had moved about half an inch forward (position 3). By the time it reached position 4, 3/32 or about 1/10 second after it started moving, it had travelled 1/4 inches and was moving at its top speed, about 33 inches/sec.

This is not a very high speed by human standards. It is less than 2 m.p.h.—a slow walking speed. However, it is a good speed for so small a fish, for if the barb had
continued at the same speed it would have travelled twenty times the length of its body every second. A car travelling twenty times its own length in a second would be doing something like 150 m.p.h.!

The acceleration of the barb is just as impressive as its top speed. In position 2 it is hardly moving forward but by position 4, 1/16 second later, it is travelling at top speed. It has accelerated from rest to top speed in a distance about equal to its own length.

Readers who have taken an interest in space travel may know the method of describing an acceleration as so many gravities, or so many g. If I drop a stone down a well, its speed increases as it falls. It increases by 32 ft./sec. for every second the stone falls. In other words, the stone has an acceleration of 32 ft./sec./sec. This is sometimes described as an acceleration of 1 gravity, or 1 g. It can be worked out from the film that between positions 2 and 4, the barb had an acceleration of 1.2 g.

Barbs and Racing Cars

This would be a marvellous acceleration for a car. Of all cars, the ones with the highest accelerations are the strange ones which are used for Drag racing. The best of them can reach 200 m.p.h. in ½ mile from a standing start. This is an acceleration of 1 g, which is less than the acceleration of the barb. Still, I wouldn’t back my barb against a car for any race over a course of more than a few inches.

The comparison with cars is really rather misleading. It is perhaps more realistic to compare the barb with other small animals. A locust, for instance, is about the same length as my barb. When it jumps, it kicks itself into the air with an acceleration of about 75 g. This makes the teet look distinctly sluggish.

Big fishes can swim faster than small ones, but not quite in proportion to their size. My barb is just over 1½ inches long, and can get up to a speed of twenty times its length per second. Other fast fishes of similar size, such as young trout, can do the same, but a trout a foot long can only manage ten times its length per second (about 7 m.p.h.). When a 1-foot trout is startled it accelerates faster than the small barb (up to 4½ g)

I do not know how long my barb kept going at its top speed, after it swam out of the field of my camera. It probably could not have kept it up for more than a second. No one expects an athlete to keep going for a mile at the speed at which he runs a hundred yards. The faster a fish swims, the less time it can keep up the speed.

Fish that can get up to ten or more lengths per second in a burst of speed lasting less than a second, cannot keep going for 20 seconds at more than about four lengths per second. These figures were obtained from experiments at Cambridge University, in which the movements of fish were recorded as they swam round and round in a ring-shaped tank.

Two Kinds of Muscle

Not surprisingly, a fish needs more muscle to drive it along at a high speed than at a lower speed. Fish have two kinds of swimming muscle, one for ordinary use and the other to provide the extra power needed for occasional bursts of very fast swimming. The difference between the two can be seen in most fishes but is particularly obvious in herring.

The part of a herring that is eaten, apart from the roe, is of course the swimming muscle. Most of it is white but there is a strip of deep red muscle just below the skin. Recent experiments have shown that only the red muscle is used when a fish is swimming slowly but that the white muscle is used in bursts of fast swimming. The experiments have only been done on dogfish and tunas but the conclusions are probably true of fishes in general. The top speed, which can be maintained for only a second or less, is the maximum speed at which all the muscle working together can drive the fish. The speed of about four lengths per second, which can be kept up for a long time, is the speed at which the fish can be driven by the red muscle acting alone. There is many times as much white muscle as red muscle but it is all needed at the top speeds because high speeds are very expensive in terms of energy. It can be calculated that if a fish doubles its speed, it needs six or eight times as much power as before to drive it along.

The two kinds of muscle work quite differently. All muscles depend on oxygen but whereas the red muscles have to be supplied with oxygen as they work, the white ones work on a principle of swim now, breathe later. This is part of the reason why the top speed cannot be kept up for long. The white muscle soon needs a rest, to give the blood time to bring it the oxygen that it is owed to it; it cannot go on working if the debt gets too big. The gills are big enough to keep the red muscle constantly supplied with oxygen, and that is why a fish can swim for ages at the lower speeds at which only red muscle is used. Fantastically large gills would be needed to supply enough oxygen for the highest speeds, if the very large white muscle could not develop an ‘oxygen debt’.

Oxygen debts are not a peculiarity of fishes. Men could not run short distances so fast if we could not develop an oxygen debt which is made up as we recover, panting, afterwards. However, we differ from fishes in that we use the same muscles for a sprint as for a marathon.

To finish, here is a speed record. The highest fish speed that has ever been measured, so far as I know, is 44 m.p.h., done by a 5 foot tuna. I do not know how accurate that measurement was, but you will certainly not see speeds like that in your aquarium!

Aqua-tip

I HAVE recently purchased an aquarium stand, and it occurred to me that to improve the appearance of the stand and the two tanks therein neat wiring and the running of air lines would be essential. This was achieved by cutting a television aerial into four sections of 24 in. lengths and attaching these tubes to the rear of the stand with adhesive. By running the wires through these tubes the general effect is one of neatness, as the wires cannot be seen at all.

E. F. KENNEDY
continued at the same speed it would have travelled twenty times the length of its body every second. A car travelling twenty times its own length in a second would be doing something like 150 m.p.h.!

The acceleration of the barb is just as impressive as its top speed. In position 2 it is hardly moving forward but by position 4, 1/16 second later, it is travelling at top speed. It has accelerated from rest to top speed in a distance about equal to its own length.

Readers who have taken an interest in space travel may know the method of describing an acceleration as so many gravities, or so many g. If I drop a stone down a well, its speed increases as it falls. It increases by 32 ft./sec. for every second the stone falls. In other words, the stone has an acceleration of 32 ft./sec./sec. This is sometimes described as an acceleration of 1 gravity, or 1 g. It can be worked out from the film that between positions 2 and 4, the barb had an acceleration of 1 1/2 g.

Barbs and Racing Cars

This would be a marvellous acceleration for a car. Of all cars, the ones with the highest accelerations are the strange ones which are used for Drag racing. The best of them can reach 200 m.p.h. in ¼ mile from a standing start. This is an acceleration of 1 g, which is less than the acceleration of the barb. Still, I wouldn't back my barb against a car for any race over a course of more than a few inches.

The comparison with cars is really rather misleading. It is perhaps more realistic to compare the barb with other small animals. A locust, for instance, is about the same length as my barb. When it jumps, it kicks itself into the air with an acceleration of about 15 g. This makes the locust look distinctly sluggish.

Big fishes can swim faster than small ones, but not quite in proportion to their size. My barb is just over 1 1/2 inches long, and can get up to a speed of twenty times its length per second. Other fast fishes of similar size, such as young trout, can do the same, but a trout a foot long can only manage ten times its length per second (about 7 m.p.h.). When a 1-foot trout is startled it accelerates faster than the small barb (up to 42 g).

I do not know how long my barb kept going at its top speed, after it swam out of the field of my camera. It probably could not have kept it up for more than a second. No one expects an athlete to keep going for a mile at the speed at which he runs a hundred yards. The faster a fish swims, the less time it can keep up the speed.

Fish that can get up to ten or more lengths per second in a burst of speed lasting less than a second, cannot keep going for 20 seconds at more than about four lengths per second. These figures were obtained from experiments at Cambridge University, in which the movements of fish were recorded as they swam round and round in a ring-shaped tank.

Two Kinds of Muscle

Not surprisingly, a fish needs more muscle to drive it along at a high speed than at a lower speed. Fish have two kinds of swimming muscle, one for ordinary use and the other to provide the extra power needed for occasional bursts of very fast swimming. The difference between the two can be seen in most fishes but is particularly obvious in herring.

The part of a herring that is eaten, apart from the roe, is of course the swimming muscle. Most of it is white but there is a strip of deep red muscle just below the skin. Recent experiments have shown that only the red muscle is used when a fish is swimming slowly but that the white muscle is used in bursts of fast swimming. The experiments have only been done on dogfish and tunas but the conclusions are probably true of fishes in general. The top speed, which can be maintained for only a second or less, is the maximum speed at which all the muscle working together can drive the fish. The speed of about four lengths per second, which can be kept up for a long time, is the speed at which the fish can be driven by the red muscle acting alone. There is many times as much white muscle as red muscle but it is all needed at the top speeds because high speeds are very expensive in terms of energy. It can be calculated that if a fish doubles its speed, it needs six or eight times as much power as before to drive it along.

The two kinds of muscle work quite differently. All muscles depend on oxygen but whereas the red muscles have to be supplied with oxygen as they work, the white ones work on a principle of swim now, breathe later. This is part of the reason why the top speed cannot be kept up for long. The white muscle soon needs a rest, to give the blood time to bring it the oxygen that is owed to it: it cannot go on working if the debt gets too big. The gills are big enough to keep the red muscle constantly supplied with oxygen, and that is why a fish can swim for ages at the lower speeds at which only red muscle is used.

Fantastically large gills would be needed to supply enough oxygen for the highest speeds, if the very large white muscle could not develop an oxygen debt.

Oxygen debts are not a peculiarity of fishes. Men could not run short distances so fast if we could not develop an oxygen debt which is made up as we recover, panting, afterwards. However, we differ from fishes in that we use the same muscles for a sprint as for a marathon.

To finish, here is a speed record. The highest fish speed that has ever been measured, so far as I know, is 44 m.p.h., done by a 5 foot tuna. I do not know how accurate that measurement was, but you will certainly not see speeds like that in your aquarium!

Aqua-tip

I HAVE recently purchased an aquarium stand, and it occurred to me that to improve the appearance of the stand and the two tanks therein neat wiring and the running of air lines would be essential. This was achieved by cutting a television aerial into four sections of 24 in. lengths and attaching these tubes to the rear of the stand with adhesive. By running the wires through these tubes the general effect is one of neatness, as the wires cannot be seen at all.

E. F. KENNEDY
Flowers in the Tropical Aquarium

Growing water plants from seed gives an additional interest in the aquarium that houses flowering species.

We hear quite a lot about the types of plants that adorn our aquaria but much less about their methods of propagation. Here I shall deal mainly with the growing of plants that bear flowers and can be grown from seed in a similar manner.

By C. Wright

to the plants of the gardener, whose flowers are fertilised by the agency of insects and various other means. The aquarist can reproduce his plants similarly, although the task is made a little more difficult because in most cases the flowers of aquatic plants are small and open only for a short period; this means careful watching and prompt action to get the very best results.

Vallisneria spiralis (tape grass) is known to all aquarists and is one of the most interesting and useful of aquatic plants. Not only is it a good oxygenator but it is very attractive.

The white flower of Sagittaria has three petals and unlike that of Vallisneria is of the same form for both males and female flowers and the two types arise from one plant.
and a large thicket of it provides splendid shelter for young fish, especially those of the livebearers. More interesting to the grower is its two distinct methods of reproduction. The first method is by the runners, with which we are all acquainted, but the less well known method is by means of their seeds. The individual plants of this species are either male or female and each produces its own flowers. The female plants bear single flowers at the end of a very long spirally coiled stalk, so that whatever the depth of water, 4 inches or 4 feet, the flowers will always float to the top and lie on the surface of the water. Although described as a ‘flower’ it is not quite as one would normally expect to see, being nearly a quarter of an inch in diameter and having no petals, only three very small pistils (the seed-bearing part of the flower).

Male Flowers

The male flowers are borne in spikes on short stems about 2 to 3 inches in length. When the male flowers are ready to open the spikes burst, releasing the minute flowers, which rise to the surface of the water and float among the female flowers and shed their pollen. When floating the flowers appear to be like small particles of white dust on the surface of the water. When the female flowers have been fertilised, the stalks bearing them contract and the flower is dragged to the bottom of the pond or aquarium, where it forms a pod of seeds which ripen off.

Unlike Valliniera, which is dioecious (meaning that each plant is of a distinct sex), Sagittaria produces both male and female flowers on the same plant. Both flowers are about half an inch in diameter and consist of a canary yellow centre with three white petals. These flowers are borne on stalks or stems which may carry any number of flowers up to ten or twelve. These stems lie along the surface of the water and, when the buds open, the small branch stem bearing the flower supports the latter just above the surface of the water. Only one or two flowers, all of the same sex, open each day on one particular plant, their duration of life being about 10 hours.

To grow Sagittaria successfully from seed one must have several plants, and pollinate the flowers as soon as they open, usually about 11 o’clock in the morning. Pollination is accomplished artificially by means of a fine camel-hair brush. The pollen is removed from the male flower by means of the brush and dusted on to the female flower. At the end of the day the female flowers that have been fertilised fall beneath the surface of the water, where they ripen off. This usually takes about a month, and when the seeds are ripe they break away and float to the surface. After a day or two the seeds should be sown in a shallow tank set up in the following way.

Place about 1 inch of fine loam on the tank bottom and cover with about one-sixteenth of an inch of silver sand in about 2 inches of water. The seeds should be sown so that they lie between the sand and the loam. It takes about 3 weeks for the young plants to appear, and when they have grown to a height of 2 inches they can then be transplanted to an aquarium. They will continue to grow like those produced by runners. I have found that there is usually a higher percentage of female flowers than male on this particular species of plant. The flowers of Cabomba are yellow and shaped like a tulip, but only about half an inch long. They are borne on short stalks which rise from the submerged plant to the surface. Like Sagittaria, both male and female flowers are produced on the same plant, but so far I have been unable to propagate this plant from seed or even obtain any ripe seeds.

Flowers of Ambulia

A plant which is often confused with Cabomba is Ambulia (Limosopha), which produces aerial foliage similar to that of parrots feather, which appears very shrunk and on which numerous small flowers appear. There are two distinct varieties of this plant, namely A. sessiliflora and A. ambuliplastis, both liking high temperature (75-90°F; 24-32°C). Below 70°F (21°C) Ambulia will quickly deteriorate and become stunted, but even under these conditions it seems to retain its hold on life and the smallest scrap of plant will quickly recover if given the light and warmth it deserves. Ambulia will thrive in depths of water from 10 to 24 inches and also increases by runners similar to those of Valliniera. A. ambuliplastis (the plant normally sold in shops) has pretty little bunches of small purplish flowers, whereas the flowers of A. sessiliflora are white. Both carry their flowers 2 to 3 inches above the surface. The aerial foliage of Ambulia attracts a large number of small black flies, very similar to those which attack the garden broad beans, although very much smaller. These small creatures will do all the pollinating that is necessary, thus eliminating artificial pollination. After a week or two, the flowers fall beneath the surface of the water, where the seeds, which are very small and black in colour, ripen off and sow themselves by falling to the bottom.

Several of our so-called aquatic plants are really bog plants adapted to grow in submerged conditions. A number of these, as would be expected, give aerial flowers. Ludwigia produces very small flowers which consist of four diamond-shaped yellow petals. Helcine (baby’s tears) produces small violet flowers and moneywort (Lysimachia) produces the ever-common yellow flowers. Hygrophila, also an adapted bog plant, produces flowers and aerial foliage which resembles very much the common garden mint.

Cryptocorynne will flower if grown as marsh plants in a few inches of water and planted in rich peaty-loam rooting medium. My only successes with this group have been with Cryptocoryne wiiusii and C. geoffraki; the flowers of both are reddish brown in colour with a violet tinge. Echinoderus intermedius (the Amazon sword plant) will also produce flowers if kept in shallow water, but I have never been successful with this plant and so am unable to say what they look like.

What I have written has been an account of some of my own experiences in plant growing on a small scale. Two types of growing medium were used: the normal aquarium compost with fish in the aquarium, and garden soil or peat with a covering of sand and no fish. The latter was obviously the best method but I was more interested in fish so they came first!
THE AQUARIUM CATFISHES—4

Even more grotesque in appearance than the 'ordinary' lizard-like Loricariids introduced in last month's article are so-called 'bushy-faces' or 'bristle-mouth' members of the family such as *Xenocara* and *Ancistrus*. Males of these and other genera come equipped with enough 'hair' on their heads and snouts to qualify for the hippy coiffure test without alteration. A number of these also are equipped with patches of hook-like spines in the region of the interopercular part of the gill covering. Often when these fishes have been netted they will catch these interopercular spines in the net, making it extremely difficult to shake them free of it.

The Grotesque and the Dangerous

By BRAZ WALKER

These broad-headed, rather preposterous looking fishes are excellent workers for controlling algae and are for the most part smaller than the *Hypostomus* species. Requirements for their welfare are mainly that they be given enough vegetable or cereal-based foods to supply the bulk needed for their long coiled intestinal system. This applies to all the species of loricarid catfishes.

Possibly the only real drawback in keeping the larger suckermouth catfishes is their awkwardness. Combined with the bulky proportions which some species may eventually reach, this can play havoc in a delicate underwater garden. Some have the habit of lashing their dragon-like tails and possibly uprooting plants with this action.

Among the family Loricaridae, several have been successfully bred in aquaria, although this is far from a common occurrence. The eggs are usually rather large and are deposited in caves, on broad-leaved aquatic plants or on the aquarium glass. Most species incubate the eggs, although at least one is reported to spawn with a similarity to *Corydoras*, depositing the eggs on the aquarium glass and later ignoring them.

This is a fascinating group of fishes whose lack of beauty only adds to their charm. They are easily kept and will at least partially earn...
their keep by helping to keep down the growth of unwanted algae as well as performing the more ordinary scavenger or clean-up duties. As with other catfishes that are sold as 'scavenger fish', they should not be expected to thrive or to even survive for any length of time on the leftovers of others.

The mythical generalisation about catfishes being unable to tolerate salt in the aquarium is particularly untrue of many of the larger members of the family, since some of these are found in brackish water as well as fresh.

**Family Trichomycteridae**

Among the catfishes there is hardly a more interesting or infamous group than the trichomycterid catfishes of South America. Although these are rather uncommon in the aquarium, they do appear from time to time and, because of the nature of some of the species at least, they are worthy of more discussion than they have received in aquarium literature.

If some master designer had been intent on blueprinting a fish family possessing some objectionable quality, a piscatorial equivalent to the vampire bat would seem to meet the need admirably. The Trichomycteridae go beyond this, for not only among their ranks are parasitic creatures which actually invade the gill chambers of larger fishes and feed upon their gills, this is also the family to which belongs the infamous 'candiru', which upon occasion enters the urogenital openings of human bathers.

These are for the most part very loach-like fishes in their appearance, many of which could be easily confused with the weatherfishes of Asia. The rounded face (of some species), the usually small barbels, the dorsal fin set far toward the posterior, the absence of the little adipose or fat fin found on most catfishes and the similarity in shape of the caudal (tail) fin to that of the weatherfishes in some cases can present a striking overall similarity of looks.

The trichomycterids are burrowers. Many are worm-like in shape and swim with a rather serpentine body action, both of which aid them in their burrowing habit. They bury themselves in the sandy or mud bottoms of streams or in holes in the banks of streams, and with the aid of the opercular spines which most possess they are able to cling to rocks in very swift water. Also through the clinging ability of these spines and the same wriggling motion, certain species have been seen actually to 'climb' up the rocky face of a waterfall.

*Pygidium* is the largest genus and contains some rather attractive species. These are the more loach-like members of the family along with several other genera, and are not generally considered to be among the urinophilous species known as 'candiru'.

Species of the genera *Trident*, *Vandelias*, *Stegophilus* and other tiny species possessing streamlined, pointed profiles with flattened heads are unbelievably swift and are those usually credited with invasions of the body openings. Urethral penetration is not only extremely painful, but removal is often difficult and dangerous because of the possibility of infection.

The trichomycterids are shy, retiring creatures. They dislike bright light although those I have kept will adjust to it as far as feeding. Because of their burrowing nature, they should have fine sand in the aquarium or some other equally penetrable medium. For the tiny species such as *Trident*, baby brine shrimp are ideal. Larger species will readily accept frozen brine shrimp or finely ground ox heart.

Because of the parasitic nature of at least some of these fishes, it would be wise to either keep them alone or with fishes of their own size whose Gill cavities could not be invaded.

*To be continued*
Going away? Worried about what is going to happen to your aquarium during your absence?

TEN TIPS for Holiday-makers

By JIM KELLY

1. Check all electrical equipment—examine for any signs of worn or frayed electric flex and renew where needed; see that the screw connections in the power plug are tight. If in doubt, throw it out and renew.

2. Slowly lower the aquarium water temperature to around 70°F (21°C) in the week preceding the holiday. Unlike man, fishes are 'poikilo-thermal creatures' and adopt the temperature of their surroundings. If water is at a high temperature then the metabolism of the fishes is quickened, they eat and excrete more.

3. In planted aquaria, prune the plants severely. During the hours of darkness, they give off carbon dioxide; thinning out the plants will reduce the amount of this to a harmless level. It will also ensure you don't return to a jungle.

4. Fishes can go for long periods without food; up to 2 weeks won't harm them provided that they have been fattened up beforehand. However, if you think there is a risk in leaving your fishes without food or if you are lucky enough to have a month at a time away, take note of the next two tips.

5. If you must have a well-meaning relative or neighbour in as caretaker, be sure to leave written instructions; what seems simple to your trained mind might be complicated to them.

6. If you decide not to subject your fishes to total abstention from food, place each day's rations in a spill of twisted paper with full instructions. Hide all other fish food. The uninitiated often think we aquarists starve our fishes and will only feed more the minute our back is turned. Don't tempt them!

7. See the tank is cleaned and serviced last thing before you go and, above all, ensure it is well topped up. The amount of evaporation is surprising. Check that you have allowed for a drop in water level if internal thermostats and heaters are fitted. Allow for at least one inch drop in level per week's absence.

8. Place a 'Do Not Remove' sign on the power plug supplying the tank and put a spare set of fuses near it. We once had a neighbour who removed the plug to use a vacuum cleaner. The house was spotless on our return but that is more than we can say for the fishes.

9. If your tank isn't covered, then cover it temporarily with some 'cheesecloth' obtainable from your butcher. If the aquarium is in a sunny location, shade the sides and top with tissue paper secured by adhesive tape.

10. Don't feed heavily a few minutes before you depart on the mistaken assumption it will last them over the holiday. Uneaten food will only pollute the water. Give a small portion of food, preferably live Daphnia (no tubifex); if it has to be dried food then be sure to siphon off any left uneaten.

Finally, have a nice time, secure in the knowledge that your precautions will help to ensure you return to a tank full of leaner but healthy fishes and the water will be as clear as I hope your holiday weather will be.
How the M.A.P.S. was Born

COLONNADE Passage was a 25 yards long back-alley in the heart of Birmingham shopping centre. It contained just four shops, and it’s a safe bet that the large majority of Birmingham people never knew of its existence.

Back in 1935 no. 4 shop in the passage carried on the business of retailing fishing tackle under the direction of J. P. Morton & Co., who employed, as assistant salesman, Mr E. L. Winnert. Mr Winnert was personally responsible for a window display of a 24 in. by 12 in. by 12 in. decorative coldwater aquarium which was a great novelty with the public and attracted much attention, aquarium fishes in those days being rarely seen outside zoo aquariums. Among the interested sightseers were two gentlemen, Mr W. E. Barrett and Dr K. S. Thompson, both of whom possessed coldwater aquaria of their own.

Their interests were such that they were often tempted into the shop, where they became engaged in ‘fishy conversations’ with Mr Winnert. Inevitably there were times when all three were together inside the shop, sometimes being joined by other interested customers. These friendly chats became so animated that it gradually dawned in the minds of the ‘three’ that an Aquarists’ Society would afford better opportunities of discussing their favourite hobby. There were no such Societies in the Midlands in those days and the writer has spent many hours interestingly listening to tales from these early aquarists of their experiences whilst travelling to and fro’ between the Midlands and London, where then there existed two or three clubs.

As a result of all this, Mr Winnert circulated letters to several persons, calling for a meeting at the Queen’s Hospital, Birmingham on the 3rd April. Dr Thompson was pathologist at the hospital and the meeting took place in his study. The meeting was actually separated from the mortuary by a thin brick wall, whilst the respective entrance doors were side by side. Of course, the inevitable happened; one person who turned up for the meeting mistook the door, wondered why there was no response to his knocking, and somewhat timorously walked in. His exit was much more precipitate than was his entry!

Sixteen people attended and were entertained by Dr Thompson, who spoke on ‘Some practical aspects of the Disease of Pond and Aquarium Fish’. The primary object of the meeting, of course, was the formation of a Society. The matter was fully discussed and a chairman and committee formed of the following: chairman, Dr K. S. Thompson; secretary, Mr N. W. Gilbert; asst. sec. and treasurer, Mr E. L. Winnert; and Mr F. A. Eversden, Mr W. E. Barrett, Mr A. Menzies, Mr D. Builder, Mr C. F. Paget-Jones. Incidentally, some of these members are still very actively engaged in the hobby and have retained their membership. One or two, in fact, are internationally known.

The first meeting of the committee was held at the secretary’s home on the 11th April, 1935, when the Society was formed and given the title ‘Midland Aquarium and Pool Society’. Subscriptions were fixed at 10s per member. It was also decided to publish a journal and the following members were made responsible for this: Dr Thompson, Mr Gilbert and Mr Builder.

Seven committee meetings were held before the end of the year. Unfortunately, minutes of monthly general meetings were not kept and so the chance of reading an interesting record was lost. An exhibition of aquaria was held at the Chrysanthemum Society Show in Bingley Hall, Birmingham, the M.A.P.S. utilising an area of 20 ft. by 20 ft. An account was opened with the West

By T. L. DODGE

minister Bank and the princely sum of 62s 6d deposited therein.

The first annual general meeting was held at the Chamber of Commerce on the 17th September, commencing 8.30 p.m., and one item of interest that occurred was the Society decision to limit the number of professional committee members to half that of the amateurs. To apply this proportion Mr Zenas Webb and Mr A. B. Coleman were elected to the committee as amateur members. Subscriptions were amended to 35s per member instead of the previous 10s. It was also apparent that the fair sex had to be considered; accordingly a family subscription of 7s 6d was inaugurated.

The Society journal was the subject of a lot of hard work and discussion which took place over a long-protracted period. It was eventually published and distributed at a cost of 9d each, in January 1936. It was an excellent and professional type journal which did great credit to the organisers and the Society. The main matter contained therein was the report of meetings held at the Chamber of Commerce and were almost word-for-word as per shorthand notes taken by Miss Coleman. Articles by well-known people in the hobby and general items of information were also incorporated. There was even a colour plate of a garden pool on the front cover. Unfortunately THE POOL & HOME AQUARIUM was too much
for the Society funds to maintain and the project had to be abandoned with the second issue. Some copies of these two issues are still in the hands of older members of M.A.P.S. and are regarded as valued treasures.

Halfway through 1936 the Society was beginning to feel its feet. At the second A.G.M., held on the 12th May the secretaryship changed to that of Mr D. E. H. Knight. A show committee was formed and consisted of the following members: Dr Thompson, Mr Barrett and Mr Builder. A Show was held at the Chrysanthemum Society Exhibition in Bingley Hall and the M.A.P.S. used 100 ft. of tabling; Mr Barrett acted in the capacity of judge. Eight coldwater classes and one tropical class were catered for and attracted an entry of 62, four entries being made by the judge but marked 'Not for Competition'. It must be remembered that these were the early days of organised fishkeeping and very few indeed were the enthusiasts who kept tropicals.

By 1937 the Society considered itself sufficiently experienced to run an Open Show independent of other organisations. The secretary assisted the Show Committee in arranging such a Show at the Botanical Gardens, Edgbaston. The Show was of one day duration and proved most successful. Thus encouraged, the fourth Show was also arranged by the Society at that venue and held on Saturday, 22nd October, 1938. Ten coldwater and two tropical classes were catered for and brought in the record entry of 130 exhibits. Judging was ably performed by Mr C. C. Perkins of Bristol, who gave the best fish in the Show award to Mr Barrett's telescopie-eyed calico veiltail. Owing to the peculiarities of the regulations concerning independent competitions at the Botanical Gardens, no monetary profit could accrue but the Society gained much in prestige and the name of the Midland Aquarium and Pool Society was made itself known.

By the beginning of 1939 membership had grown to 100 and it was becoming increasingly difficult to provide a variety of fare at all monthly general assemblies. Lectures had always been conducted by the more experienced members and were usually of very excellent quality. However, the membership cry was for fresh faces and so a committee decision was made to engage speakers from outside the Midlands.

During the war years, of course, there were no meetings and Society activities became non-existent. However, meetings were resumed in 1945 with a general assembly on the 17th October, and to accumulate immediate funds a levy of 2s 6d per member was made. Several old faces were missing but, in the main, the assembly was representative of the pre-war membership. Mr E. A. Mason, who was chairman at the outbreak of hostilities, was again elected to the chair, Mr Zenas Webb became vice-chairman and Mr D. E. H. Knight was secretary and treasurer. The rest of the committee comprised Mr N. W. Gilbert, Mr H. Cotton, Mr J. Graham-Keys, Mr E. L. Winnert, Mr J. S. Vinden, Mr G. Taylor and Mr H. J. Capener. (This was truly a powerful committee, several of the members being, and still are, very well known in the hobby, not only in the Midlands but all over the world.) Subscriptions were raised to 10s per member and were not increased again until 1966, when they were doubled.

Matters proceeded steadily enough for a year or two, and then in 1947 came the decision to promote the first post-war Open Show, and it was the ambition of the committee to make it a really large Show. There was less than £5 in the kitty and absolutely no other assets of any kind. One committee member offered, gratis, the loan of his extensive motor car show rooms, just off the City Centre, and went to lots of trouble and expense clearing the way for aquaria equipment to be erected. Staging was loaned by courtesy of the Public Works Department. Twelve members got together in parties of two and threes to make as many 12 in. by 10 in. by 8 in. show tanks as possible, at their own private residences. The frames, glass, putty etc. were purchased at wholesale prices and there was a Society understanding that, after the Show, to pay invoices, members would buy the aquaria at 12s each and so put enough money in the coffers to clear all accounts. The Show proved such a success, with entries from all over the country, that it was not necessary to sell any of the aquaria; in fact, the Society finished with a neat credit balance in the bank.

About this time several members living outside the immediate Birmingham area were finding one meeting per month insufficient outlet for their enthusiasm. Hence the birth in 1948, or thereabouts, of Societies at Coventry,
Walsall, Solihull, Smethwick, West Bromwich, Wolverhampton etc., some of whom affiliated to the M.A.P.S., for honorary membership.

November, 1949 saw the formation of the Show committee, elected for the purpose of organising Shows and Exhibitions for the Society. It was to be a permanent committee with its own bank account, and empowered to elect its own officers and members, provided that they were members of the M.A.P.S. This Show committee is still going strong and very active in the various branches of the hobby.

December, 1949 also saw the first real change of secretaryship to that of the writer, Mr D. E. H. Knight retiring after 13 years of excellent and enthusiastic service to the Society.

Matters progressed so satisfactorily, both with the promotion of Open Shows and from a social aspect, that the Society had to find bigger premises for the monthly meetings, which were getting an average attendance of 60 members. A move to new headquarters at the Central Y.M.C.A., where better facilities were enjoyed, was accordingly made and the first meeting there attracted an attendance of 115. The Shows were proving very successful indeed, and four open events were promoted during 1949–50, two for coldwater fishes only and two for tropical fishes (tropical fisheskeeping, at this stage, was rapidly overtaking the coldwater fancy and entries at open shows were just about breaking even). These successes, however, proved a double-edged sword, because the work involved in organising and holding two comparatively large shows per year was too much, even for the M.A.P.S.

On the other hand, the show rooms so generously loaned to the Society, gratis, although rather extensive, were not large enough for a modern catering for both coldwater and tropical fancies. Consequently, enquiries were made for more commodious premises and the Secretary, with tongue in cheek, found himself in the sacred sanctum of Bingley Hall Offices telling a pathetic tale to the highly professional Custodian. Very much to his (Secretary's) surprise he was given a sympathetic hearing and the M.A.P.S. 'were in'. The first Show at these very spacious premises involved an expenditure that, had it failed, would have put the Society in the red for years. Fortunately things went very well indeed and the 3 days' Show drew a combined coldwater and tropical entry of 525.

Since these comparatively early days the 'Midlands Show', as it has come to be called, has made steady progress and now ranks as one of the largest, and the best Show of its kind in the country. There have been several offers of sponsorship by external organisations but all have been rejected. It is felt that it is a Show organised by the hobby for the hobby and the Society prefer to keep it that way, and so long as there is enough money in the kitty and Society members willing to roll up their sleeves and have a go, it will remain the M.A.P.S. 'Midlands Show'.

Much water has flowed under the bridge since that first meeting in April, 1935. The Society's progress has not always been upwards; adversities have been experienced, changes have taken place and rules altered but always the M.A.P.S. have pulled through until today it is one of the most powerful and influential aquarists' societies in the country. Very few of the older faces remain but the present membership is alive to the traditions and their activities influence the hobby the world over.

The story does not end here; it is the narrative of a small Society who, through the energy and activities of its membership, rose to giant status, and it could yet prove the inspiration of existing small Societies who are pondering the wisdom or otherwise of entering the open market with Shows of their own.

---

**Readers' Queries Answered**

**Sign of Pollution**

I have been keeping mouth-breeders for the last 3 months and have bred quite a few. Recently, in one of the tanks I have noticed a few little white worms clinging to the glass. I have studied them under a microscope and watched their behaviour and find them so far to be quite harmless. But I would like to know what they are.

The small white 'worms' are in themselves harmless creatures (they are actually giant protozoans), but their presence does indicate that they find the water conditions favourable to their growth. They feed on bacteria and the overgrowth of these and other micro-organisms happens when organic materials on which they feed have dissolved in such amounts that the water has become a culture medium for them. The source of these materials can be the fish (particularly in overcrowded tanks without plants), the plants (when they are dead or dying in unlighted situations), or uneaten dried foods which have rotted in the water. It is this 'rich' water that could be harmful to the fishes and not the worm-like protozoans (*Spirostomum*) themselves. The water in the tank should be changed, a third a time over a period of several days. Is gravel being used in the tank? And if so, is it quite clean or has it gone black underneath? If it has, the gravel should also be removed and the tank set up again.

More queries overpage
A Safe Food

I would like to know if it is possible for earthworms to spread disease in the community tank through the dirt that they carry?

Earthworms do not spread disease in a tank; they do not come from an aquatic environment where there might be parasitised fish or other aquatic animals carrying diseases transferrable to the fish, so they are blameless in this respect. Large pieces of uneaten earthworm will, of course, help to cause pollution of the tank water itself and the earthworm should be prepared for feeding by cutting or shredding into pieces of a size suitable for the tank occupants.

Pet Jack Dempsey

I would like to know if it would be safe to put a 2½ in. Jack Dempsey in a large tank which already holds a 9 in. black shark, two 6 in. tinfoil barb and a 4 in. Mystus vittatus. I know he is very aggressive but will he harm fish this size? I now need the breeding tank in which he has been kept and I do not want to do away with him as he is a pet. Cichlasoma biocellatus did not receive the name of a famous prize-fighter for nothing. At the size mentioned he will 'tolerate' the other occupants, but the day will come when he will 'find his feet' and you will arrive home to covered tank occupants and maybe dead or dying fishes. These fish should be kept either solo or with fishes of their own kind and size. As he ages his colours will become really brilliant and they do become very tame. With a longevity record of around 10 years, there should be plenty of time to train him to take scraps of food from the fingers.

What's New?

Comprehensive Catalogue

FOR a comprehensive view of the equipment at the disposal of the modern fishkeeper one has only to scan the pages of the new catalogue issued by Keith Barracough of Bradford. The range and choice would surely have seemed unbelievable to hobbyists even a few years ago.

The catalogue itself is a most handsome production. Almost every item mentioned is illustrated by line drawing or photograph and carries a few lines of description and advice. The items are grouped under page headings and the whole enclosed in a most attractive coloured cover portraying discus fish.

Marine Fish Remedy

A NEW product for the marine aquarist is now being marketed by North Agencies of London and distributed solely through the International Marine Study Society. This is Marina no. 1, a scientifically prepared formula for combating velvet disease (Oodinium) in marine fishes, and it is also suitable for use with freshwater fishes. The fact that it is harmless to invertebrates makes its advent particularly welcome in the marine tank.

The Super Cascade

A NEW fountain and waterfall pump comes on to the market from Els- worthy Electronics Ltd. Called the Super Cascade (and retailing at 8 guineas), an outstanding feature lies in the technique by which the impeller is driven. Because it is coupled to the motor by a magnetic force, it has been possible to house the motor in a separately sealed moulding that eliminates the possibility of water leakage into the motor housing. The Super Cascade operates on a safe voltage of 24 volts and is supplied with a completely enclosed mains transformer and adjustable fountain rose and waterfall outlet.
Pond Plants in Variety

Iris pseudacorus: height 2–3 ft.

This iris can often be found at the edges of British streams. It is tough and strong and easily moved. It bears large golden yellow flowers; after the flowers enormous seed pods are produced and these need to be removed to prevent masses of young plants from seeding themselves. A very showy iris.

Iris sibirica: height 3–4 ft.

There are many named varieties, all of which are beautiful, in a range of colours—white, pale blue, purple and violet, or these colours with white. They have more slender leaves and flower stems than the common yellow iris.

Mentha aquatica: height 2–3 ft.

Often known as the freshwater mint, it certainly has a minty smell, but is not as sweet as ordinary garden mint. The leaves are somewhat hairy with serrated edges, dark green above and tinted purple beneath. It throws several heads of rich lilac-coloured flowers. During the summer months masses of runners grow out at water level and these must be trimmed back or the plant will spread beyond bounds.

Menyanthes trifoliata: height 1 ft.

Although this plant does not grow more than 1 ft. tall, it sends out long shoots, sometimes 4 or 5 ft. in length, across the pool. The leaves grow from stems above the water and are always borne in threes, hence the name. The flowers are pure white on the inside and pink outside, and in the centre of the fringed petals there is a red stamen. The blooms have a feathery appearance and are very sweet scented, not unlike broad bean blossom—and thus it has earned the nick-name of bog bean.

Myriophyllum proserpinacoides

This plant rarely exceeds 6 in. in height, but like the bog bean sends out long stems at water level. It does not bear conspicuous flowers but the foliage forms great feathery heads of pale green which poke upward out of the water. It is a tremendous grower and can form dense mats over the water surface, but these are easily shortened by chopping back. It will withstand the constant rain of a fountain, one of the few plants to do so. It is not always frost-proof, but mine has survived throughout the last four winters, including the very severe winter a few years back; this may have been partly due to the fact that the shortened-back mats were so dense that the inner stems received some protection from the outer ones.

Pontederia cordata: height 2½ ft.

There are not many blue-flowered aquatic plants, but this is one of them. It sends long stems outward and upward on which are borne large heart-shaped, deep green leaves. These are tightly curled to start with but unfurl gracefully. The stem continues and produces a furry spike which is covered with blue flowers, like miniature lilac heads. Unfortunately there is a tendency for the growing stems to spread outwardly at an angle of 45 degrees instead of standing straight upright. Nevertheless it flowers in abundance and is strongly recommended.

Saneurus cernuus: height 2–3 ft.

The plant produces a central stem from which green, heart-shaped leaves branch out, and carries spikes of scented white flowers; though more unusual, it is well worth having.

Scirpus zebrinus: height 3–4 ft.

A most effective rush resembling the quills of a porcupine, but these are banded horizontally in alternate patches of green and white. Plant in a sheltered spot if possible, as strong winds will often break the quills which then hang down here and there rather untidily. A few quills sometimes appear without the zebra-banding but give them time to reach at least 12 in. in length and if they are still entirely green cut them off as low as possible. The flowers are somewhat like dried grass seeds, but it is a most effective rush and always provokes admiration.

Typha stenophylla: height 3–4 ft.

Another slender rush, often erroneously known as a bulrush, which it is not. The leaves are flat, though the stems bearing the flower heads are round. These flower heads are brown and furry and typical of the flower spikes of the bulrush.

Lythrum salicaria: height 2–3 ft.

The purple loosestrife is an attractive showy plant, the stems are woody and are not really round, being more square in section. The leaves grow horizontally from the stems and the flower spikes terminate in reddish purple blooms. There are other varieties of different shades, ranging through pink, red and mauve.

Orontium aquaticum: height 12–18 in.

Another plant that can be grown in deeper water in the centre of the pond or as a marginal. As a marginal the leaves will stand above the water; in deeper water they will often float on the surface. The leaves are deep rich green. Flat and oval in shape except that the end of the oval are more pointed. Each is coated with a protective wax and when first under water they catch the light and look like polished silver. The flower heads are borne on curving stems and take the form of...
a long, pointed spadix, densely packed with small yellow blooms (somewhat like miniature golden pokers rising from the water). The plant is deep rooted and requires a fair depth of soil to do well.

**Polygonum amphibium**

Planted in shallow water the stems grow 2-3 ft. along the surface. The leaves in summer are bluish green but change to a reddish colour in autumn. The plant bears spikes of pretty pink flowers and is very like the polygonum flower on rockeries where there is no water.

**Elycerio spectabilis**: height 18–24 in.

Not a flowering plant but an ornamental grass. The foliage is striped with tints of green, yellow and white. In the autumn, before drying back, the foliage turns a pinky red.

**Linnaeum himphoides**

Another plant that will grow in 6–18 in. of water. The heart-shaped leaves about 2 in. across borne on thin stems are a light green but mottled with brown blotches. These lie flat on the water surface. The flowers, like miniature water lilies, stand 1–2 in. above the water. They are fringed and pale gold in colour. When established in deep water the plants can grow like huge water lilies and bear leaves 6 in. across.

**Myosotis palustris**

(water forget-me-not)

Too well known to need much description, it prefers a shady location where it will grow 9–12 in. in height. It bears pale blue flowers resembling the land forget-me-not.

**Preslia cervina**: height 12–15 in.

An uncommon attractive aquatic, it has single stems with narrow leaves and bears spikes of lavender blue flowers. A rather dainty plant but hardy.

**Typha minima**: height 12–18 in.

This is a miniature rush with quill-like stems of deep green. It bears brown flower heads similar to the bulrush, except that these are almost round, like brown puff-balls.

**Zantedeschia aethiopica**

var. little gem

Strange as it may seem, this is the African arum lily, quite often grown on land but rarely in water, though in Africa it can be abundant in swampy places. Provided that it is planted in a pot and submerged 8 or 9 in. to escape frost it will survive our winter. In very severe winters the pot can be lifted and placed in a basin of water and kept where it will not freeze. It grows about 12 in. high and produces the sweet-scented arum lily too well known to need further description.

---

**By PETER UNWIN**

True, this can be affected by treatment and environment in the hands of the breeder but it doesn't alter the fact that, at puberty, our fish are ready to pass on to their offspring what they have to offer.

Yet a recent letter from a reader showed that he thought the half-grown guppy and the fully matured fish each contained different hereditary material and as a consequence never mated his guppies until they were 4 or 5 months old.

What a lot of wasted time and effort, to say nothing of extra food and electricity he wasted following this dictum; instead of crossing them earlier, as do most first-class breeders.

---

Quote from the American magazine *New Yorker*: 'In my travels it is bound to happen that subjects often come up for discussion that are not directly connected with the breeding of guppies.' You leave the room, of course!
ONE thing that surprises me is how difficult it is to eradicate aquarists' pet fallacies. Repeatedly I am asked by aquarists whether extra heat on its own will cure a white spot. The answer to this question is, I think, that raising the temperature to say 85–90°F (29–31°C) is, at best, a very unreliable form of treatment and also weakening, or even lethal, to many varieties of fishes.

**Mysterious Disappearance**

Heat used alone seems to work sometimes, but then I have observed the disease disappear from an experimentally infected tank without any treatment whatsoever and in spite of my attempts to keep it going! A modest degree of heat (80°F; 25°C) is an adjunct to almost any form of treatment (quinine, mercurochrome, methylene blue, chloramine etc.), as it hastens the life cycle of the parasite and thus cuts short appreciably the period of treatment.

Since hot water holds less oxygen in solution than water at cooler temperatures and, as the parasite is to some extent susceptible to oxygen lack, no doubt at very high temperatures it finds it difficult to carry on its life processes. But the simple fact remains that to rely on extra heat alone to eradicate the disease from the tank is courting disaster. That has been my experience at any rate.

One can see how this fallacy about the heat treatment arose and is perpetuated. The reasoning behind it runs something like this. Mercurochrome plus heat cures white spot. Quinine plus heat cures white spot. Methylene blue plus heat cures white spot. Therefore the conclusion is made that the common factor, heat, is responsible for the cures and not the various drugs. There is about as much logic in this reasoning as in the conclusions drawn by the student who became inebriated on Scotch and soda, brandy and soda, and gin and soda on successive nights and made the brilliant deduction that soda water must have been the intoxicating fluid!

**What is 'Natural'?**

To the aquarist, 'nature' and 'natural' are important words, for one can hardly discuss any piscine topic without some naturalist reminding us that what we have done or intend to do is unnatural. The word 'natural', of course, means very different things to different people.

When we talk of fishes in their natural surroundings, we really mean fishes in the wild state, in the rivers, ponds and the sea. Does it therefore follow that fishes kept in aquaria are in unnatural surroundings? Most of the fishes that we keep in our tanks have been aquarium-bred for scores, even hundreds, of generations. Surely to them the aquarium is their normal and 'natural' habitat? If they were transported to rivers and ponds, that would be a very unnatural surrounding indeed for them.

The idea that this mysterious 'natural' state is the ideal and that, as aquarists, it is our job to imitate Nature, is, in my opinion, highly overrated. Learning from Nature is, of course, a different matter. I like to know how fishes live and breed in the wild state. I like to know the temperature and the chemistry of the water they live in, but I have no intention of slavishly imitating these conditions in my tanks, because I do not think that would lead to success.

The problems facing me and Nature are very different. I want to keep 10-odd fish in a small aquarium—in Nature that quantity of water, on average, would house rather less than one fish! In Nature, probably one or two fishes survive to maturity from a spawning, the rest are eaten up or destroyed by disease or starvation. I would like to do a lot better than that. I want to rear a few hundred fish from a spawning. I want to see them healthy and well fed.

The problems are different, and hence the method of solution must be different. Mere imitation is bound to fail. All the ingenuity of man must step in with his heaters, thermostats, pumps, filters, dried foods, cultured foods and what have you, to achieve this end.

A non-discriming admiration of Nature is as detrimental to successful fishkeeping as would be the refusal to learn from observations made in Nature.

**Temperature Variation**

We all know that most tropics experience considerable fluctuations of temperature during the course of the day and that the surface layers in stagnant ponds are bound to be appreciably warmer than the water at the bottom of the pool. From these natural observations, some might advocate that these conditions should be mimicked in the aquarium. There are, in fact, some aquarists who believe that such fluctuations improve the health and vitality of fishes.

There is, however, no concrete reason to believe this to be so; indeed, hundreds of aquarists maintain a more or less uniform temperature of about 78°F (25°C) in their tanks and the fishes are none the worse for it.

I fail to see why because a thing is natural it should also be the best for the creature concerned. The fishes probably enjoy and benefit from variations in temperature just about as much as we enjoy fogs and blizzards, but they live through them just as we do; they have little choice in the matter. If an aquarist gives them perennial warmth and light wherein lies the objection?

Some years ago, to utilise the heat that is normally lost from the electric lamps used to illuminate my aquaria, I fixed them so that the glass portion of the lamps was...
immersed in water. At first, I burnt the lamps only a few hours a day, but as time went on I forgot to switch them off and in the end I left the lamps on more or less indefinitely day and night. In fact this went on for about two years, when I decided to end the experiment and try out a different lighting system.

No doubt, all this was entirely unnatural and according to some it might have a detrimental effect on the fishes and the plants and cause algae to smother everything.

However, these things just did not happen. Algae trouble was encountered but once the plants really got going algae disappeared from the tanks and formed only on the lamps. The fish and fry did very well indeed. I bred large numbers of livebearers and egglayers as well as ever before and the plants grew in abundance. In fact, with plants grown under such unnatural conditions (virtually no daylight reached the tanks, which were housed in a cellar) I took many first prices at shows.

Thus we see that even a considerable deviation from natural conditions, such as giving the fishes continuous light for a prolonged period, produces no detrimental result.

Most animals, including fishes, caught in the wild harbour a few or many parasites and suffer from one or more diseases. This is to be expected for, after all, Nature has to look after the welfare of both the pests and the fishes! The aquarist, with only unilateral obligations, however, is not satisfied with this state of affairs, so, with drugs, he kills off the parasites and cures the fishes.

**Quality of Wild Fishes**

A few years ago I saw some angels and tiger barbs that had been caught in the wild; their colour was poor and the fins were tattered and scarred. The tiger barbs looked very thin and flat in the belly. This was exactly the condition they were in when caught from their natural waters and they would certainly have won no prizes at a show.

In the wild state, there is fierce competition for available food; in fact the size of an animal colony is dependent upon the total available food. Starvation is the cruel, ruthless whip by which Nature controls the numbers in an animal colony. Imagine what would happen if every fish in every spawning found food to grow up on and reach maturity; the waters would be solid with fishes!

Life is a constant struggle, with the proverbial survival of the fittest; the not so fit and the small serve as food for the larger fishes. There is little doubt that the average expectancy of life for a fish in the wild must be much less than that in an aquarium maintained by a competent aquarist. The fact that some fishes in the wild grow to a larger size than aquarium-kept specimens does not mitigate against the concepts expressed here.

Sometimes Nature can do better than we can, on other occasions we can improve on her work. The large numbers of colourful fishes, fighters and livebearers in particular, bear silent but certain testimony to this fact. None but a fanatic would insist that the beautiful valentine guppies and the colourful fighters are not more attractive fishes than the wild specimens seen in Nature.

The admiration of the unquestionable beauties of Nature should not be accompanied by belittling the achievements of man. There is much we can learn from Nature but we have a few tricks up our sleeves also!

---

**Personal COMMENT**

by ARPEE

From recent issues of *PFM* it had seemed to me that there had been a marked decrease in the concern expressed about the level of disease in fish. Then came the May issue, with the Editorial Comment mounting an especially strong attack on the seller of diseased stock. Since I have consistently campaigned against such menaces in this column I can only applaud the lead taken and hope that it will be sustained.

There seem to me, however, to be several factors which have to be taken into account at the present time which will have to be resolved before we can expect much improvement. First and foremost, the current economic policy is designed to reduce consumer spending on luxuries, and however much we may argue that hobbies are not really in this category, they inevitably suffer when the pay packet is restricted. Presumably therefore we are spending less on non-essentials, and I imagine that the trade, saddled with Selective Employment Tax as well, is having a rather thin time of it. How one can expect significant improvements under these circumstances I cannot imagine; we have got to get solvent first, apparently, and this will take time.

Another factor is that, at this time of the year the average 'mixed' dealer emerges from the winter trade in tropicaals into the spring and early summer stampede of the pond trade. When one looks at what he is faced with, it is hardly surprising that things get overlooked, and if some spot develops in a tank unnoticed, this is one of the counterbalancing seasonal hazards. It seems to me that there is a tremendous lot of hysterical advertising on the subject of outdoor ponds (they have got into the status symbol category, and this always means trouble for someone?)—hence dealers are briefly overwhelmed with a passing demand and are left to contemplate their 'ich' after the goldfish have been disposed of.

Where these dealers are to get the requisite space for Continued on page 167
In the year 1933 this fish was imported to Europe from tropical West Africa under the name of *Aphyosemion callitrum callitrum* and later also as *Aphyosemion callitrum ahli*. In the year 1963 Herr H. Stenholdt Clausen named these egg-laying toothcarps again.

In its home this species thrives in the marshes near Arum, at the foot of the Jas Plateau in the north of Nigeria. In tropical Africa there are very many *Aphyosemion* species and sub-species; interbreeding often takes place and the expert has no easy task in correctly differentiating many fishes of the family, and I am also of the opinion that they will not always be successful in this.

The occurrence of this fish is almost completely confined to the water areas of Nigeria, hence its specific name. Until the present day this fish has not been found outside Nigeria (according to Clausen).

There are two clearly distinguishable colour forms of *Aphyosemion nigerianum*. One has yellow markings on the fins and the other has blue or white on the fins. The body form is strong and robust, the forward-jutting lower jaw making the shape appear more powerful. The often sketched typical dorsal fin is broadly fanshaped and not pointed. The tail fin is spade-shaped and without filaments.

Water should be at 72°F (22°C), in a medium size or smallish tank, and a good selection of vegetation with floating plants put in. Soft water, slightly acid, is best. The fish are not suited to a community tank as they accept only living food. They keep to the middle layers of the water. They are peace-loving, not at all aggressive, but they like to spring out of the water and it is therefore important to have a glass cover. The males spar harmless with one another.

Breeding presents no specific difficulty. The temperature is raised to 77°F (25°C). The fish spawn in fine-leaved plants. During spawning the male is very pugnacious, and sometimes the female will be killed. If one puts in more females to one male, or even more pairs,
Spawning Behaviour of *A. nigerianum*

Typical ‘fighting’ postures adopted by the males are shown by the fish in this picture. With widespread fins they do ‘battle’ with one another by exchanging blows with their fins. This sparring does not result in any damage.

One male can be used in a spawning tank with two or more females and this can be safer than using a pair alone since the male can damage or kill his mate if pugnacious.

This difficulty is overcome. During the spawning period about 100 eggs will be obtained from one pair. After the spawning the parents can be taken away. After 3 weeks the females will again be ‘full’ and one can set them to spawning once more.

The fry hatch after 14 days and when they are swimming freely finest living food must be provided. After 6 months they are fully developed, although one should not use them for breeding before 9 months. The best and most valuable spawning times are autumn and winter, but in my own experience this fish spawns with good feeding at any time of the year.

There are several methods of propagating these fish successfully:

- The pair, which for at least 14 days have been separated, are put into a small tank, e.g. 10 in. by 6 in. by 6 in., with soft, slightly acid water. Almost to order, the fish spawn in Java moss or similar grass. Almost all *Aphicoeligmus* species show this willingness to spawn. One can, as already said, put two or more females to a male.

Method A. We can leave the fish in the tank for 14 days, that is so long as they are spawning. The eggs are

Continued on page 166.
The spread fins of this male indicate that he is displaying to the female whilst following her and swimming around her.

By diving headfirst into plants on the aquarium base the male tries to interest the female in spawning.

As the pair swim close to the bottom side by side another female approaches from the left and appears to want to join in.
not usually eaten by the parents, if they have enough other nourishment. At the end of this time the first young fish are already hatching and we can convey them with a spoon into another tank with the same kind of water. The young fish are susceptible to changes in the water. As they hatch one after another, they grow disproportionately, and one grades them for size so that they do not devour each other. When they attain a length of about ½ in. and are well fed, there is no more danger.

Method B. This is the method I use. I leave the couple to spawn for a day. Afterwards the parents are taken out, the water depth is reduced to one half, and the tank darkened. After about 14 days the young hatch and, of course, at the same time. The work of grading is lessened.

Method C. With this method the parents are also removed, and the eggs are taken out by means of a glass dip tube and kept in a separate bowl. After the removal of the eggs we can put another pair of fish in the breeding tank. The young fish hatch in the bowl and are then put carefully into a tank with similar water.

Not only these fish, but also other Aphsosemion species, will spawn in a community tank in the presence of other peace-loving species. Here again one can remove the eggs during the spawning by sucking up with a glass tube, for the spawning fish are not easily disturbed.
Personal Comment

Continued from page 162

quarantining, I do not know. Certainly, it is their problem, but since we, the consumers, insist that they also stock a dozen sizes of plastic pools, every sort of pump and filter and (ugh!) possibly the plastic elves and toadstools, too, we are not making things exactly easy.

A third restraining factor is the utter stupidity on the part of numerous members of the hobby who don’t give their dealer a chance of quarantining fishes, even if he wanted to. They pester the life out of him to order all sorts of fishes and hang around him, even at the railway station when they arrive, in the hope of picking up some superb specimen which they can pop into a show in a few weeks’ time. Under such conditions the strongest falter and agree to sales they know in their consciences they should never agree to. There is, of course, the difference between the dealer who knowingly sells a bad fish and the normally conscientious chap who undergoes a temporary aberration. The former is unanswerable, and I make these comments on behalf of the latter, since we all make mistakes sometimes.

How to improve things? Here I disagree with the Editorial that not much can be done at present. I think a lot could be done if those many dealers who did care instructed their Trade Association to get itself interested. If you are buying flowers you may go to a shop with the Interflora sign in the window with the reasonable knowledge that if you have a complaint about standards there is some court of appeal behind the dealer to which you can address yourself. A set of standards backed by a similar sign in dealers’ windows would at least indicate that this one or that one had identified himself with them and would presumably back them with a reasonable guarantee.

There is little doubt that the fishkeeping public can help, too, by pointing out to the dealer any disease they may observe in a tank which is not clearly marked with a quarantine notice. This is really most important, I think, as many a dealer may have disease in his tank and genuinely not see it because he sees the tank every day and it always looks the same. If he resents your observation, then you can categorise him with the unanswerables, but I have never encountered anything but appreciation on the part of the dealer, who usually knows too well what damage a dented reputation can do to his bank balance.

I must say that I think a universally adopted quarantine label would also help. It has to be prominent and categorical, and quite unlike the scrawled ‘No sale’ notices so often found on aquaria containing doubtful stock. It would also be politic when disease is present to indicate on the notice what the disease is, since neither the dealer nor the buyer can possibly fail to benefit from the gratis education. I very much hope that the Editor’s plea for the highest standards in this connection will bring forth a written response from some of the dealers up and down the country. I believe that most of them are right behind the idea, and if they can only identify them-

Tailpiece. With winter now well out of the way I have been showing increasing interest in the local ponds as possible sources of Daphnia. One rather murky tree-fringed pool used by local cattle is potentially a crottch of gold, but the yield has always been low; as compensation, glass larvae have been plentiful, and my tetras always seem to relish these beyond belief. The children lured me into the fields on a cowslip-collecting expedition on one of those rare days in late spring when the weather and Nature had combined to reveal what incredible beauty there still is in the countryside, and we finished up at an old waterhole, where pleasure at finding a good steady source of Daphnia was dampened by the discovery of an abandoned wild duck’s nest containing a full clutch of eggs. Whether this arose from a natural tragedy or a trigger-happy finger, I do not know, but it was a sad sight; the smaller water birds are all part of the aquatic scene, and I often wonder why those of us with garden ponds do not give greater thought to the possibilities of keeping some of the decorative ducks. On more general matters, the winter breeding programme has been a bad one in terms of some of the more difficult varieties I had hoped to condition, but I think that this was because I left it rather late in the year before selecting the breeding stock. I now leave things well alone till after the summer holidays, as it is always an anxiety to leave fry in the care of others, however experienced they may be, and in any case the break from routine does provide one with an opportunity of looking over one’s organisation more critically than is normally possible during the remainder of the year.

"Did you say two piranhas, sir?"
ON Sunday 6th May the GOLDFISH SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN went westwards to Bristol for the return match with BRISTOL A.S. The five classes chosen for this year's match were: globe-eye, twin-tail, bramblehead, pearl-scale and common goldfish. Twenty-seven members made the journey from London, and were joined by members of the Warwick and Leicestershire fish clubs. The winners were Miss H. Morgan, Mr. F. Brown and Mr. T. Brown.

During the afternoon, Mr. J. Bundell of the G.S.G.B. spoke to the meeting on the aims and interpretations of the method of judging as laid out in the G.S.G.B. Standards book, and this led to some interesting discussion at question time. Capt. L. C. Betts expressed the desire for a meeting of the three Societies to see if some agreement could not be reached over the judging of fish to a universal standard acceptable to all. A spokesman for Bristol said that he would also like to see a conformity of names for the varieties of goldfish, as at present names differ in each society and can lead to misunderstanding.

The Bristol society as the overall winners presented the G.S.G.B. with a silver rose bowl, and the G.S.G.B. presented Mr. Lewis Emery of Bristol with a Goldfish Society diploma for his work in the society over many years.

Many G.S.G.B. members voted at a memorial meeting with all thanks due to members of Bristol A.S. for their hospitality and hard work. Detailed results were:

Globe-eye: 1st, Mr. H. Jago (B, 75); 2nd, Mr. N. T. Tindal (G, 77); 3rd, Mr. H. Jago (B, 73); 4th, Mr. J. M. Morgan (G, 73).

Twin-tail: 1st, Mr. H. Jago (B, 73); 2nd, Miss J. M. Morgan (G, 73); 3rd, Miss J. M. Morgan (G, 73).

Bramblehead: 1st, Mr. L. Emery (B, 53); 2nd, Mr. T. M. Watts (B, 54); 3rd, Mr. L. Emery (B, 54); 4th, Mr. W. D. Smith (B, 54).

Pearl-scale: 1st, Mr. C. Smith (G, 79); 2nd, Mr. J. M. Morgan (G, 79); 3rd, Mr. L. Emery (B, 58); 4th, Mr. W. D. Smith (B, 58).

Common goldfish: 1st, 2nd, Mr. H. Jago (B, 84); 3rd, 4th.

The total points awarded for all fish on the bench-G.S.G.B., 1062; Bristol, 1936.

THE REPORT from BRISTOL A.S. covering the meeting with the G.S.G.B. also expresses members' enjoyment in the occasion. Although Bristol A.S. won the overall competition, the narrow margin by which they did so (3½ points) in a competition involving over 4,000 points proves with what interest the series was followed.

Members also recently enjoyed a lecture on the unusual theme of 'Publicity' given to them by Mr. W. G. Ham at a monthly meeting. This covered past ventures in this line and Mr. Ham reminisced and entertained the 37 members and friends present with comments on the pond competition that had been held in the 50's when the general public had been invited to take part. The first table show of the new season was held at this meeting with the following results, A.V. pond and river fishes: 1st, 2nd, 3rd, Miss H. Morgan. Guppies, male and female: 1st, 2nd, 3rd, Miss H. Morgan. Club member Mr. F. Brown was congratulated on being appointed chairman of the newly formed The Wades and West Federation of Aquarists' Societies.

AQUARISTS attending the MEDWAY A.S. open show on 14th July will have the chance to hear about Dr. G. Cust's recent African journey. Dr. Cust, who is president of Mid-Herts A.S., is the lecturer this year at the St. John Fisher School, Ormedon Street, Chatham. Medway welcome all new and old members and hope that their show will be supported to an even greater extent than last year. Entry forms available from show secretary, Mr. T. F. Marshall, Chiverton, Dartford Road, South Darenth, Kent.

HARD-WORKING social secretary, Mr. Bob Nelhams, of HOUNSLOW & D. A.S. has been providing members with further well-organised social events, which always attract enthusiastic support, 150 members and guests attended the annual Dance which proved a very good evening; a trip to the G.P.O. Tower in London and first-class meal was also voted a great success. Regular table shows are still being well supported and at a recent competition for pairs the results were: 1st, Mr. Dave Lover (Rathaba elegans); 2nd, Mr. John Thorne (Aletes longipinnis); 3rd, Mr. Vic Jenkins (Corydoras aeneus). An illustrated slide lecture by Mr. Jim Kelly on genetics and talks on subjects ranging from diseases to breeding have been much enjoyed.

The open show on 14th September is now taking up much of members' thoughts. Last year's show was voted the 'best ever' by exhibitors and visitors and the Society fully intend to improve upon this. Their aim—1,000 entries reached! Schedules will be provided by Mr. Bert Pratt of 23 Woodland Drive, Feltham, Middlesex.

RESULTS of the very successful TOTTENHAM & D. A.S. open show are now at hand. Over 1,300 people had a chance to form their own judgment of the fish on show, of which there were nearly 1,000 to look at. 81 entries were received for the A.V. characin class alone. Prizes were detailed by the Deputy Mayor and the Lady Mayoress of Harringay. Detailed results were as follows.

Inter-club furnished aquaria: 1st, Harlow A.S. (96); 2nd, Walthamstow & D. D. A. S.; 3rd, Bethnal Green A.S. (92). Individual furnished aquaria: 1st, Mr. R. P. French (94); 2nd, Mr. R. E. Nix (93); 3rd, Mr. D. C. Durrant (92). A.V. fish: 1st, Mr. D. C. Durrant (95); 2nd, Mr. K. Nott (89); 3rd, Mr. A. Gunther (81); 4th, Mr. J. T. Jones (81); 5th, Mr. R. T. Mather (81). A.S. toothcarp: 1st, Mr. D. Ellis (81); 2nd, Mr. J. Day (81); 3rd, Mr. L. Goodall (81); 4th, Mr. J. E. T. Smith (81); 5th, Mr. V. H. Ellis (81); 6th, Mr. R. T. Mather (81); 7th, Mr. T. E. Smith (81); 8th, Mr. T. J. Hennessy (81); 9th, Mr. R. M. Potter (81); 10th, Mr. J. M. Potter (81); 11th, Mr. T. L. Cooper (81); 12th, Mr. T. M. Jackson (81); 13th, Mr. J. E. T. Smith (81); 14th, Mr. S. G. Moniker (80). A.V. characin, part 1: 1st, Mr. R. A. Knock (83); 2nd, Mr. P. J. Harris (83); 3rd, Mr. G. Greenhead (79). A.V. characin, part 2: 1st, Mr. T. D. Smith (80); 2nd, Mr. G. Greenhead (80); 3rd, Mr. A. Millhouse (80). A.V. Labeo or individual fish (80): 1st, Mr. R. A. Knock (80); 2nd, Mr. A. Millhouse (80); 3rd, Mr. T. D. Smith (80). Regular shows: 1st, Mr. R. A. Knock (80); 2nd, Mr. T. D. Smith (80); 3rd, Mr. A. Millhouse (80). A.V. tropical: 1st, Mr. P. J. Summers (84); 2nd, Mr. C. S. A. Withers (84); 3rd, Mr. T. J. Summers (84). Livebearer breeders: 1st, Mr. W. Costley (red-eyed red sword); 2nd, Mr. B. T. Mather (red-eyed red sword); 3rd, Mr. R. E. Nix (red platy). Egglayer breeders: 1st, Mr. R. C. Armstrong (captivites); 2nd, Mr. R. C. Armstrong (Alpho. garderi); 3rd, Mr. D. Ellis (C. pulchellus, 77).

SO far this year members of ABERDEENSHIRE & D. A.S. have heard some very interesting and informative lectures. Three Society members, Mr. R. Lister, Mr. E. G. Walker and Mr. K. Bateman, have spoken about white worms, breeding set-ups and the breeding characteristics of cichlids; and Mr. P. Reynolds of Swillington has twice visited the Society to present an informative and demonstration on the setting up of furnished aquaria. Members have also been busy attending open shows and making their presence felt. Mr. J. White, Mr. Taylor, Mr. P. Barritt and Mrs. Robinson have regularly been obtaining 'firsts' and recently the Society, competing against some of the local clubs at the inter-society show at Swillington, were presented with a magnificent challenge shield. This was followed up by a fine win at home, when club members entered local societies at their own inter-society show; club member Mr. Taylor won the best fish in the show award with his Pelmatochromis guntheri.

Other attractions have been the
members’ own show, with two new cups making a total of 14 to compete for; and the ‘Jim Kelly Show’ presented at the Guiseley Town Hall. Three premises have had to be found to house the influx of new entries. A total membership of 74 now meets at the Co-op Hall, Otley Road, Guiseley, nr Leeds (secretary, Mr G. E. Walker, 2 West End Terrace, Guiseley).

ALL expectations of members of TROWBRIDGE & D.A. & P.S. were surpassed by the 568 entries bunched at their third annual open show. Entries came from Portsmouth, Portsmouth, Llanwit Major, Cardiff, Newport, Taunton, Yeovil, Bristol, Bath, Bridgewater, Salisbury, Stonehouse and the entry that perhaps attracted most attention was a 0.8-inch piranha that took first place in the characin class of 53 fishes. The Society and committee were very grateful to judges Mr R. Wigg, Mr K. Farrant, Mr A. Mately, Mr V. Capaldi and Mr F. Brown for their outstanding work in judging so many entries, and to all who helped to make the show a success—the members and wives who provided the refreshments, the traders and those who provided the raffle prizes and the 500 visitors who attended.

363 beaver, coldwater fish, and the best fish in the show award went to Mr W. Rees for his shubunkin and the best tropical fish was judged to be the clown barb owned by Mr F. Brown. Detailed results were:

**Coldwater. Goldfish:** 1, Mr C. Cope; 2, Mr C. Pease; 3, Mr W. Rees; Shubunkins: 1 and 2, Mr W. Rees; 3, Mr J. Wheeler.

**Tropical. Guppy, male:** 1 and 2, Mr J. Wigg; 3, Mr G. C. Cope.

**Suckers:** 1, Mr J. Wheeler; 2, Mr M. Chard; 3, Mr J. Wheeler.

**Characins:** 1, Mr C. Cope; 2, Mr C. Hares; 3, Mr A. C. Burton; 4, Mr F. Brown; 5, Mr J. Nye; 6, Mr D. Warment.

**Doras:** 1, Mr J. Hard; 2, Mr C. Cope; 3, Mr F. Gohila.

**Tetras:** 1, Mr J. Hard; 2, Mrs N. N. Hine; 3, Mr G. C. Cope; 4, Mr J. Wheeler; 5, Mr F. Brown; 6, Mr D. Warment.

**Mollies:** 1, Mr J. Hard; 2, Mr C. Cope; 3, Mr J. Wheeler; 4, Mrs N. N. Hine; 5, Mr J. Hard; 6, Mr D. Warment.

**Bichirs:** 1, Mr J. Hard; 2, Mr C. Cope; 3, Mr J. Hard; 4, Mr D. Warment; 5, Mr J. Wheeler; 6, Mr C. Cope.

**Breeder. Coldwater:** 1, Mr C. Cope; Tropical basssians: 1, Mr G. C. Cope; 2, Mr J. Hard; 3, Mr D. Warment; 4, Mr C. Cope; 5, Mr J. Wheeler; 6, Mr D. Warment; 7, Mr E. Sootenmore.

**Breeder. Tropical. Guppy:** 1, Mr J. Hard; 2, Mr R. Chard; 3, Mr D. Binding.

**National Furnished Show**

National Furnished Show

After assessment of the entries: judges Mr G. Reid (Kilmarnock), Mr G. Skinner (Wakefield), Mr B. Pengilley (Burnley) and Mr A. G. Jessopp (London) are seen talking to Mr Jim Kelly (left, back to camera) on the stand of PFM at the Show.

AT the National Furnished Aquarium Show in Bradford last month 96 tanks were staged, although not all of these were entered for the competition.

The best aquarium exhibit in the Show was judged to be the tank arranged by Mr G. Binks (Leeds), 8½ points. Other results were: 2, Mr J. E. Taylor (Blackpool, 8½); 3, joint award (7½), Mr D. Shields (Halifax) and Mr M. Stray (Halifax); 4, Mr S. Hill (Riddles, 7½); 5, Mr J. E. Taylor (Blackpool, 7½); 6, Mr and Mrs R. Stringer (Leeds, 7¾); 7, Mr F. H. D. Vicker (Ilford, 7¾); 8, Mr S. Hill (Riddles, 7¼); 9, Mr J. Goodman (Bradford, 7¾). The prize for the best marine aquarium exhibit in the Show was awarded to Mr P. Moorhouse (Huddersfield, 78).

OVER 20 societies have now entered for the Aquarium Society Tableaux section of THE AQUARIUM SHOW to be held at the Royal Horticultural Society Old Hall, Vincent Square, London S.W.1, 7th-10th November. Closing date for entries to this section is 31st July and full details of entry for Society Tableaux were included in last month’s issue of PFM. THE AQUARIUM SHOW is sponsored by PFM and organised with the co-operation of the Federation of British Aquatic Societies.

THE ISLE OF WIGHT A.S. elected the following committee at their annual general meeting: Chairman, Mr W. G. Jones; vice-chairman, Mr D. Crisp, secretary, Mr E. T. Davison (The Aquarium Café, 89 High Street, Old Village, Shanklin); treasurer, Mr E. L. Davis; show secretary, Mr J. Hobbs; curator, Mr J. Woods; committee, Mr S. Stevens, Mr N. Norman, Mr J. Bradley. The Society’s annual dinner and social has also taken place and trophies were presented to the year’s prizewinners. The Points Challenge
CIRCUMSTANCES beyond their control have made it necessary for CHELTEMHAM & D. A.S. IN TO POSTPONE THEIR ANNUAL OPEN SHOW: that was to be held on 7th July. The new date is 13th October at the Ambleside Headquarters Hall, 86 Gloucester Road, Cheltenham.

A. J. McAnulty (Catford); Mr. A. M. A. Jones
(Enfield); Mr. B. Martin (Bath Green); A. C. Clarke (catfish); Mr. W. R. A. Sheehan (Willesden); Mr. W. R. Wood (Gloucester); A. C. Clarke (catfish, loach or eel); Mr. T. D. Smith (Brent); Mr. G. Greenhalgh (Kensington); Mr. B. Martin (Bath Green); A. C. Clarke (catfish); Mr. A. J. McAnulty (Catford); Mr. G. Greenhalgh (Kensington); Mr. R. Harvey (North Kent); Mr. R. Martin (Bath Green); Mr. R. Harvey (North Kent); 23, Mr. R. Martin (Bath Green); 23, Mr. R. Harvey (North Kent); 23, Mr. C. Swinburne (Brent).

WARRINGTON A.S. members earned their skill against the experts of a recent open show. One of the awards made, the Nicoll Cup for the best breeders, went to Mr. R. Kerridge (Harlow); the Durrant Rose Bowl for the best catfish, loach or eel to Mr. M. G. Greenhalgh (Kensington); the President's Shield for best catfish, Mr. A. J. McAnulty (Catford); the Appleyard Trophy for best loach to Mr. G. Greenhalgh (Kensington); the Best Laying for best loach to Mr. D. Durrant (Thurrock); the Essex Cup for the best ivyweaver, Mr. J. D. Wilson (Catford); the Thurrock Cup and gold pin for best fish in the show to Mr. S. Moore (Willesden); F.B.A.S. Championship trophy for best cichlid, Mr. B. Harvey (North Kent); Kilburn Tankard for best eigging loachweap, Mr. A. Kerridge (Thurrock).

Judges Mr. A. Jessop, Mr. J. Creed and Mr. C. A. T. Brown made the following further awards:

A. C. Clarke (catfish); 2, Mr. R. Spence (unattached); 2, Mr. L. G. Green (Bath Green); 3, Mr. T. Swain (Catford); 3, Mr. A. Ansell (Catford); 3, Mr. R. Aspinall (Thurrock); 3, Mr. P. D. Smith (Brent); 3, Mr. F. E. Smith (Catford); 3, Mr. R. N. Smith (Canning); 4, Mr. P. O'Bryan (Thurrock); 4, Mr. J. D. Wilson (Catford); 4, Mr. F. E. Smith (Catford); 4, Mr. R. A. Sheehan (Willesden); 4, Mr. F. E. Smith (Catford); 4, Mr. R. A. Sheehan (Willesden); 4, Mr. R. F. Ken (Brent); 4, Mr. R. M. E. F. E. Smith (Catford); 4, Mr. R. A. Sheehan (Willesden); 4, Mr. R. M. E. F. E. Smith (Catford); 4, Mr. R. A. Sheehan (Willesden); 4, Mr. R. M. E. F. E. Smith (Catford); 4, Mr. R. A. Sheehan (Willesden); 4, Mr. R. M. E. F. E. Smith (Catford); 4, Mr. R. A. Sheehan (Willesden); 4, Mr. R. M. E. F. E. Smith (Catford); 4, Mr. R. A. Sheehan (Willesden); 4, Mr. R. M. E. F. E. Smith (Catford); 4, Mr. R. A. Sheehan (Willesden); 4, Mr. R. M. E. F. E. Smith (Catford).

Tropical furnished aquarium, A. & C. Knapp. Tropical Champion: 1, Mr. B. Harland; 2, Mr. A. Williamson; 3, Mr. J. Jeffery; 4, Mr. B. Mansnett. Coldwater Champion: 1, 3, and 4, Mr. L. Menhenitt; 2, Mr. A. Williamson. Champion fish were judged by Mr Stillwell of Portsmouth.

MR. R. MOORCROFT of Merseyside won the best fish in the show award at the LEIGH A.S. open show. Fish enthusiasts attended from a wide area and good support was received from neighbouring aquarium societies. Awards were made to the following competitors.

Champion: 1, Mr. R. V. Brothwood (Gorton); 2, Mr. W. Smith (Merseyside); 3, Miss C. Brothwood (Gorton). Plaques: 1, Miss R. Kaye (Huddersfield); 2, Mr. R. Preston (Leigh); 3, Miss P. White (Leigh). Swords: 1, Mr. and Mrs. Grimshaw (St. Helens); 2, Mr. E. Shepherd (Salford); 3, Mr. D. English (Leigh). Medals: 1 and 2, Mr. and Mrs. Stevenson (Leigh); 3, Mr. J. Jones (Valley).

Small characins: 1, Mr. and Mrs. Grimshaw (St. Helens); 2, Mr. J. Jones (Valley); 3, Mr. and Mrs. Stevenson (Leigh). Large, characins: 1, Mr. J. Murray (Belle Vue); 2, Mr. E. Armstrong (Leigh). Mixed Aquariums: 1, Mr. J. Thompson (Merseyside); Small barbs: 1, Mr. J. Boardman (Leigh); 2, Mr. and Mrs. Grimshaw (St. Helens); 3, Mr. T. D. Harding (Leigh). Large barbs: 1, Mr. A. Grimshaw (St. Helens); 2, Mr. P. & H. (Gorton). Dwarf: 1, Mr. J. Shepherd (Salford); 2, Mr. R. Stevenson (Merseyside); 3, Mr. J. Shepherd (Salford). Other: 1, Mr. R. Mason (Merseyside); 2, Mr. J. Boardman (Belle Vue); 3, Mr. A. Matthews (Leigh). Amazons: 1, Mr. P. Leppard (Ramsbottom); 2, Mr. L. Jones (Leigh); 3, Mr. J. Boardman (Belle Vue).

Toothpescas: 1, and 2, Mr. J. Boardman (Leigh); 3, Mr. J. Roberts (St. Helens). Loaches: 1, Mr. and Mrs. Thompson (Salford); 2, Mr. J. W. Hall (Leigh). Other: 1, Mr. H. Wilson (Leigh); 2, Mr. J. Boardman (Leigh); 3, Mr. A. Matthews (Leigh). A.M.O. 1, Mr. and Mrs. Grimshaw (St. Helens); 2, Mr. E. Shepherd (Warrington); 3, Mr. D. Thompson (Merseyside). Danios and rasbora: 1, Mr. C. Jones (Chester); 2, Mr. D. Thompson (Merseyside); 3, Mr. J. Boardman (Leigh).

In LONDON—this year!

THE AQUARIUM SHOW sponsored by F.F.A. and organised with the cooperation of the F.B.A.S. 7th—12th November at the Royal Horticultural Society's Old Hall, Vincent Square, London S.W.1. Fishkeepers will be showing the public what their hobby is about, according to the theme of THE AQUARIUM SHOW: 'Fishkeeping in Home, Garden and School'.

Coldwater: 1, and 3, Mr. Walsh (Accrington); 2, Mr. Biddlestone (Leigh); Junior: 1, Mr. A. Boardman (Leigh); 2, Mr. A. Boardman (Leigh); 3, Miss J. Jones (Leigh).

Breeders. Six sigma: 1, Mr. J. Shepherd (Salford); 2, Mr. C. Niven (Leigh); 3, Mr. R. Mason (Merseyside). Sibasia: 1, Mr. Returning (Leigh); 2, Mr. J. Shepherd (Salford); 3, Mr. R. Mason (Merseyside). Large displays: 1, Mr. E. Shepherd (Salford); 2, Mr. J. Shepherd (Salford); 3, Mr. D. Boardman (Leigh).\n
A MOST interesting and informative evening' was the verdict of members of ENFIELD & B.D.A.S. on their 'Any Questions' meeting. A panel of experts, composed of Mr. B. Collins of Walthamstow, Mr. D. King (chairman of Edmonton F.G.A.), Mr. J. Jarvis, P.R.O. of Harlow, Mr. Mather, secretary of Walthamstow and the club's own chairman, Mr. J. Coleman, answered questions on a wide range of aquatic subjects put to them by club members. Mr. J. Duncan of Harlow judged the table show for characins and Mr. T. Mann was placed first and second for bleeding heart tetras and Mr. C. Grant third with the same species.

The club is pleased to announce that member Mr. B. Senior is now a F.A.B.S. 'B' class judge. Also announced is the society's Dinner/Dance at the George Hotel, Enfield on 21st September. Members of other clubs would be very welcome and can obtain details from Mr. E. Wittaker, 26 Shirley Road, Enfield.

THE result of the inter-club table show that PORTSMOUTH A.S. held with WORTHING A.S. was a victory for the guests by 20 points to 16. Judge Mr. R. Masley awarded the points in the following way: Barbs: 1, Worthing (89, spanner barb); 2, Worthing (85, golden barb); 3, Portsmouth (87, B. bimaculatus); 4, Portsmouth (86, rosy barb). Livebearers: 1, Worthing (91, puppy); 2, Worthing (84, puppy); 3, Worthing (83, puppy); 4, Portsmouth (75, lyretail mongol). Danios: 1, Portsmouth (87, giant daniio); 2, Worthing (86, spotted daniio); 3, Portsmouth (84, pearl daniio); 4, Worthing (zebra).

At the Society's own table show for characins and cichlids (judged by Mr. Stillwell), Mr. C. Beets won the best fish in the show award when his cardinal tetra received 81 points. Champions: 1, Mr. C. Beets; 2, Mr. G. Marks (86, 79). Cichlids: 1, Mr. A. Snodd (75); 2, Mr. E. Irving (71); 3, Mr. G. Marks (79).

Lectures at these meetings were given by Mr. J. Howard and Mr. M. Mason. Mr. Howard spoke on amphipods and had many specimens with him that included an axolotl and a baby giant toad that could be a source of dinner for a plate of food.

B.K.A. (London Group) News

THE OFFICERS for 1968-69 that the LONDON GROUP of the BRITISH KILLIFISH ASSOCIATION recently elected at their annual general meeting are: chairman, Mr. D. Armstrong; treasurer, Mr. W. K. Hall (Secretary); Miss John Open Court 19 Dukas Court, 3rd Floor, London, S.E.22: show secretary, Mr. Ken Owen; assistant show secretary, Mr. Norman Snelling. The retiring chairman, Mr. B. Collins of Walthamstow, Mr. D. King (chairman of Edmonton F.G.A.), the new chairman, Mr. D. Armstrong, is also programme arranger and has produced a very varied programme for the year ahead, with a table show at each meeting, slide and tape shows, films, quizzes and fish auctions. Meetings start at 8 p.m. and visitors are very welcome. For the rest of the year, the meeting venues and dates are: 22nd July, 22nd September and 24th November at 200 Wandsworth Road, South Lambeth, London, S.W.8 and 24th November at 200 Wandsworth Road, South Lambeth, London, S.W.8 and 24th August, 24th October and 25th December at Woodlands, Mycenae Road, Westbourne Park Road, Blackheath, S.E.1.

WHEN HORSFORTH A.S. held its first inter-club show with SWIFTWATER, MIXENDEN and HALTON over 100 members and visitors attended. They were entertained, while the judging took place, by a film show given by chairman Mr. R. Hampson. The points position at the end of the competition was: Horsforth, 27; Swillington, 20; Mixenden, 7; Halton, 1. Mr. J. and Mr. M. Linden of Swillington won the best in the show award. The list of
In LONDON—this year!

THE AQUARIUM SHOW sponsored by PFFA and organised with the cooperation of the F.B.A.S. 7th—10th November at the Royal Horticultural Society Old Hall, Vincent Square, London S.W.1. Fishkeepers will be showing the public what their hobby is about, according to the theme of THE AQUARIUM SHOW: ‘Fishkeeping in Home, Garden and School’.

Coldwater; 1 and 3; Mr. Walsh (Accrington); 2; Zelida (Leigh); Junior; 1; Master D. Bird (Leigh); 2; Master Richards (Leigh); 3; Miss J. Peet (Leigh).

Breeder; Six; regisers: 1; Mr. Shepherd (Salford); 2; Mr. Corby (Leyland); 3; Mr. K. Townsend (Lymington); Six livebearers; 1; Mr. J. Shepherd (Salford); 2; Mr. R. B. Broadwood (Gorton); 3; Mr. D. Ridley (Leigh).

A ‘MOST interesting and informative evening was the verdict of members of ENFIELD & B.D.A.S. on their ‘Any Questions’ meeting. A panel of experts, composed of Mr. B. Collins of Walthamstow, Mr. D. King (chairman of Edmoton F.G.A.),

B.K.A. (London Group) News

THE OFFICERS for 1968-69 that the LONDON GROUP of the BRITISH KILLIFISH ASSOCIATION recently elected at their annual general meeting are: Chairman, Mr. Dick Armstrong; Treasurer, Mr. K. Hannibal; Secretary, Mr. John Open (19 Dukas Court, Ryde, London, S.E.5); Show Secretary, Mr. Ken Owen; assistant show secretary, Mr. Norman Snelling. The retiring chairman, Mr. Mick Packwood, reported a much improved membership and attendance in the past year and a rise from 16 members per meeting in 1966 to over 30 last year.

Mr. J. Jarvis, P.R.O. of Harlow, Mr. Mather, secretary of Walthamstow and the club’s own chairman, Mr. J. Coleman, answered questions on a wide range of aquatic subjects put to them by club members. Mr. J. Duncan of Harlow judged the table show for characins and Mr. T. Mann was placed first and second for breeding heart tetras and Mr. C. Grant third with the same species.

The club is pleased to announce that member Mr. B. Senior is now an F.A.B.S. ‘B’ class judge. Also announced is the society’s Dinner/Dance at the George Hotel, Enfield on 21st September. Members of other clubs would be very welcome and can obtain details from Mr. E. Wittaker, 26 Shirley Road, Enfield.

THE result of the inter-club table show that PORTSMOUTH A.S. held with WORTHING A.S. was a victory for the guests by 20 points to 10. Judge Mr. R. Matley awarded the points in the following way, Bars: 1, Worthing (89, spanner barb); 2, Worthing (88, golden barb); 3, Portsmouth (87, B. biostatus); 4, Portsmouth (86, rosy barb). Livebearers: 1, Worthing (91, puppy); 2, Worthing (84, puppy); 3, Worthing (83, puppy); 4, Portsmouth (75, lyretail moth). Characins: 1, Portsmouth (87, giant danio); 2, Worthing (86, spotted danio); 1, Portsmouth (84, pearl danio); 4, Worthing (zebra).

At the Society’s own table show for characins and cichlids (judged by Mr. Stillwell), Mr. C. Beets won the best fish in the show award when his cardinal tetra received 81 points. Characins: 1, Mr. C. Beets; 2 and 3, Mr. G. Marks (86, 79). Cichlids: 1, Mr. S. Crabtree (75); 2, Mr. E. Binstead (71); 3, Mr. G. Marks (79).

Lectures at these meetings were given by Mr. J. Howard and Mr. M. Mason. Mr. Howard spoke on amphibians and had many specimens with him that included an axolotl and a baby giant toad that could be shown the size of a dinner plate when full grown. Mr. Mason spoke on the art of fish photography and demonstrated his points with slides showing not only how the results should look but also how it should not be done!

WHEN HORSFORTH A.S. held its first inter-club show with SWILLS, WING, MUXDEN AND HALTON there were 200 members and visitors attended. They were entertained, while the judging took place, by a film show given by chairman Mr. R. Hampson. The points position at the end of the competition was: Horsforth, 27; Swillington, 20; Muxden, 7; Halton, 1. Mr. J. and Mr. M. Linden of Swillington won the best in the show award. The list of
MEMBERS of MID-HERTS A.S. were very active during the month of May at fish shows in their area. Fish were entered in the Freelance and Hendon shows and 25 entries were taken to Reading for benching. Members were successful at all these shows, though special mention should be made of the Hendon open where club member Mr. R. Davison took the best fish in the show award with his albino tiger barb.

Work will soon be commencing on preparations for the Society’s own open show, to be held on 21st September (see Dates for Your Diary). In the meantime, table shows at club meetings have been very well supported—51 fishes were bencheted at the May table show. Results for the table show for cichlids and fighters were:

Cichlids: 1. Mr. R. Savage (93); 2. Mr. B. Davison (91); 3. Mr. P. Barard (88).

Dwarf cichlids: 1. Mr. P. Barard (88); 2 and 3. Mr. C. Withers (85). 

Dwarf fish: 1. and 2. Mr. C. Withers (84). 

Some interesting lectures have also been enjoyed. The club’s president, Dr. G. Cust, gave a most enjoyable illustrated lecture on his recent travels in Africa, and a film show was given by Mr. T. Summers on angling.

YORK & D.A.S. members have been busily engaged with interstate and open shows of late and four plaques and one ‘very large rose bowl’ have been won. The big event of the year, however, has been the Society’s own open show, which was a great success with 366 entries bencheted. Mr. R. J. Walker of Sheffield received the best fish in the show award for a very fine Apistogramma ramirezi. Class winners are given below.

Guppy: 1. Mr. J. Thickbroom (Poole); 2. Mr. D. Monk (Aireborough); 3. Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Linden (Swillington). 

A. V. livebearers: 1. Mr. H. Gardiner (independent); 2. Mr. T. Collins (Hull); 3. Mr. T. Fulford (Hull). 

A. V. barbs: 1. Mr. S. F. D. Heil (York); 2. Mr. B. Banner (Sheffield). 

A. V. Cichlids: 1. Mr. S. F. D. Heil (York); 2. Mr. R. J. Walker (Sheffield). 

FISH from 24 clubs were bencheted at the KINGSTON & D.A.S. open show. From over 400 entries the best fish in the show award went to the C. reticulata owned by Mr. R. J. Thorne of Hounslow. The West London section of the F.G.A. judged the guppy entries. Detailed results were as follows.

A. V. sword or plated: 1. Mrs. M. Nicoll (red sword); 2. Mr. J. F. Wilson (moon platy); 3. Miss L. Stevens (black sword). 

A. V. mollies: 1. Mr. T. D. Wilson (mollies); 2. Mr. B. H. Funnell (mollies); 3. Mr. W. R. S. Cooper (mollies). 

A. V. livebearers: 1. and 3. Mrs. L. J. Thorpe (Eusthastes); 2. Mr. T. J. Summers (Notropis). 

A. V. barbs: 1 and 3. Mr. J. C. McArthur (rosy barbs); 2. Mr. J. E. Eggen (half-banded barb); 3. Mr. T. D. Smith (panda); 4. Mr. H. Armstrong (blind cave tetra). 

A. V. cichlids: 1. Mr. R. J. Thorpe (C. reticulata); 2. Mr. P. A. Groves (apistogramma); 3. Mr. R. Yorke (blue acara). 

A. V. danios, rutilus, micronemus: 1. and 2. Mr. R. Eggers (porthole rutilus); 3. Mr. W. R. Harper (pseudo danio); 4. Mr. R. Sturrock (Aqualichthys lineatus). 

Mr. R. J. Thorpe was the winner of best fish in the Kingston Show award with his severum cichlid.
HYKRO

THE Name for Aquarium Accessories

Live fish food for your fish every day
Only 9s.

HYKRO Brine Shrimp Hatcher
Designed to give maximum hatching of brine shrimps and perfect separation of live shrimps from the egg-shells. Complete with one loading of shrimp eggs (500,000) and special salt mix.

Hykro Prepared Salt Mixture

Ask for the large packs of Hykro Shrimp Eggs (Artemia salina) and Hykro Prepared Salt Mixture

HYKRO Variety Food
HYKRO Flakes: Breeder’s Pack (1 kilo, over 2 lb) 32s 6d HYKRO Vacation Food, only 1s.

Everything you need for your air lines for precise air control:

Hykro Ganged Valves
also 2-way, 3-way, and 4-way

Hykro Nylon Hose Clamps

Hykro Tees and 4-ways

All at reasonable prices. Unbreakable, cannot rust, but as strong as metal

These and all other HYKRO lines obtainable at all good Aquarium Shops

AQUARIUM SEPARATOR

Non-toxic
Almost invisible!

Size 1 (small)
7½" x 9½"

Size 2 (medium)
9½" x 11½"

Size 3 (large)
11½" x 11½"

Makes two aquariums out of one in seconds!

Size no. 3
9s.

Perfect for all Fish. One trial will convince you! 3s per large drum

FOR THE FISH BREEDER

Hykro Water pH Indicator
over 100 instantaneous tests per roll 5s 6d

Hykro Fish Breeder
fine or coarse mesh breeding trap 5s 6d

FOR SUPER-CLEAR AQUARIA

Hykro Hi-Fi Undergravel Filters
from 11s for a box of two

Hykro Outside Aquarium Filter 15s

Hykro Babies Out Baby Saver Filter 5s

J O E G R A S S B Y

Sole Importer

THE GLEN FISHERIES
MOBBERLEY
CHESHIRE

“1 saw your advertisement in PFM”
THE CREAM
OF AQUATIC PRODUCTS
COMES FROM
CORNWALL

FOR EXAMPLE TAKE OUR

'SUPER SUMMIT'
AIR PUMP

QUIET AS A CAT'S PURR       ABUNDANT AIRFLOW

ROBUST CONSTRUCTION – ATTRACTIVE DESIGN
FULLY RUSTPROOFED – SIMPLIFIED CONTROL
EXTRA PNEUMATIC SPARES – MODEST PRICE

WITH ALL-TIME FREE REPAIRS GUARANTEE
AGAINST FAULTY WORKMANSHIP OR MATERIAL

AND ONLY 27/6 RETAIL

From your dealer only

It is regretted that we cannot undertake to supply direct

manufactured by

SINGLETON BROS. (Electronics) LTD.

TRURO HILL • PENRYN • CORNWALL

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
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(York) A.A.V. 1, Mr P. G. Reynolds (Swillington), 2, Mr P. C. Clarke (York); 3, Mr W. Smith; 5, Mr B. Moorecroft; 6, Mr J. Dobson; 7, Mr R. Moorscroft; 8, Mr K. Oparin (York); 9, Mr N. Fox; 10, Mr J. Dobson; 11, Mr J. Dobson; 12, Mr W. Smith; 13, Mr P. C. Clarke (York); 14, Mr N. Fox; 15, Mr J. Dobson; 16, Mr R. Moorscroft; 17, Mr B. Moorecroft; 18, Mr N. Fox; 19, Mr J. Dobson; 20, Mr R. Moorscroft; 21, Mr N. Fox; 22, Mr J. Dobson; 23, Mr R. Moorscroft; 24, Mr N. Fox; 25, Mr J. Dobson; 26, Mr R. Moorscroft; 27, Mr N. Fox; 28, Mr J. Dobson; 29, Mr R. Moorscroft; 30, Mr N. Fox; 31, Mr J. Dobson; 32, Mr R. Moorscroft; 33, Mr N. Fox; 34, Mr J. Dobson; 35, Mr R. Moorscroft; 36, Mr N. Fox; 37, Mr J. Dobson; 38, Mr R. Moorscroft; 39, Mr N. Fox; 40, Mr J. Dobson; 41, Mr R. Moorscroft; 42, Mr N. Fox; 43, Mr J. Dobson; 44, Mr R. Moorscroft; 45, Mr N. Fox; 46, Mr J. Dobson; 47, Mr R. Moorscroft; 48, Mr N. Fox; 49, Mr J. Dobson; 50, Mr R. Moorscroft; 51, Mr N. Fox; 52, Mr J. Dobson; 53, Mr R. Moorscroft; 54, Mr N. Fox; 55, Mr J. Dobson; 56, Mr R. Moorscroft; 57, Mr N. Fox; 58, Mr J. Dobson; 59, Mr R. Moorscroft.

NEWLY - FORMED COLWYN BAY & D.A.S. are now 20 members strong and have already drawn up a programme of activities under way. A visit has been made to the Marine Biological Station at Port Erin, Isle of Man, and a successful Daphnia hunt held (this culminated in a visit to the local inn). A car rally and a treasure hunt with a fishy flavour were on the programme for June and a visit to Chester Zoo Aquarium and Tropical House is planned. An outing to collect from the beach and identify useful stones for the aquarium is also on the schedule.

Several more members have been added to the list of club members. Any person, young or old, who is interested in joining in these activities is invited to contact the secretary, Mrs P. M. Houlton (75 Cambrian Drive, Abergele, Clwyd, Denbighshire) who will be pleased to supply programme details.

SEVERAL MEMBERS OF NOTTINGHAM & D.A.S. have been achieving regular successes at open shows this year. Mrs L. Bulleyman has recently received a second in the breeders' egg layers class and a third in catfish and loaches at Stockbridge, a second at Sheffield, and at Workop a first in breeders, a second award toothcups and a third loaches. President Mr C. Hill was awarded a second at Stockbridge, two thirds and a second at Sheffield, and a second and two thirds at Workop. At the Sheffield show, treasurer Mr Ken Baines won first prize in the large cichlid class and a silver cup for best large or small cichlid and a first in the large cichlid class at Workop.

BRENT A.S. have planned a very interesting and ambitious programme for the second half of this year and anyone wishing to join should contact the secretary at 70 Fleetwood Road, Dollis Hill, London, N.W.10.

CALLING WEST DULWICH, London, S.E.21. A new society, the LAVENGRO A.S., has been formed. Meetings are held every other Wednesday at All Saints Church Hall, Roosendaile Road, West Dulwich, London, S.E.21, and interested fishkeepers are invited to attend. Further details can be obtained from chairman, Mr M. F. McNaughton (23 Lavengro Road, S.E.27).

THE BEGINNER fishkeeper at NEWPORT A.S. was most thoughtfully catered for recently when the whole evening was devoted to subjects of interest to the 'learner'. Senior members lectured on such topics as elementary electrics, plants and planting, common fish and diseases. Table show results were: barbs; 1, Mr A. J. Lord; 2, Mr A. J. Lord; 3, Mr J. Lowndes; 2, Mr D. C. Bishop; Cichlids: 1, Mr J. Overland; 2, Mr J. Lowndes; 3, Mr A. Payne. Judge was Mr E. Myer. Plans for the society's sixth show in September are now well advanced, three judged sections of common fish and, as Mr W. Holland and Mr G. Stone (Bristol) and Mr L. Nightingale (Keynsham).

NEW VENUE for STOCKPORT A.C. Meetings are now held at The Three Tuns, off Princes Street, Stockport.

OWING to a misunderstanding, the news about BRACKNELL A.S. in the May issue's Bide of the Month item did not come from to ROYAL WYCOMBE A.S., who have also been winners in the Three Counties League Competition, and to fellow members of Mr Les Jorden who have been listed as 'Aquarists of the Year' during the past 5 years.
IS anyone looking for a good home for the monster in their tank that has long outgrown its welcome? The newly formed LAVENGRO A.S. will be pleased to offer it a home and can guarantee to take good care of it. They will arrange collection. All enquiries to chairman, Mr W. Newton (23 Lavengro Road, London, S.E.27).

.. BOURNEMOUTH A.C.
members very much enjoyed the comprehensive talk on coldwater fishkeeping that their chairman, Mr B. Coombes, gave at their May meeting. Mr Coombes illustrated his talk with specimens of coldwater fishes and plants in a tank that he had set up for the purpose and he also covered many allied subjects such as the general management of ponds, and the F.B.A.S. show standards of the fishes that he had mentioned.

.. CHANGE of secretary for CHELTENHAM & D.A.S. Mr C. R. Surgeoner is the new secretary (1 Wynans Lane, Swindon Village, Cheltenham. Phone 56667).

.. FISKEEPERS in the Scarborough area. A new aquarists society has been formed (chairman, Mr R. L. Anguswell, 10 Ling Hill, Newby, Scarborough; secretary, Mr E. W. Dickinson, 110 Overdale, Eastfield, Scarborough) and interested readers who would like to join the SCARBOROUGH A.S. are invited to obtain further details from the chairman or secretary. Other officers are: treasurer, Mr N. Watson; committee, Mr F. Trotter, Mr J. Dickinson, Mr T. Gilfoyle, Mr Daglish.

.. LEAMINGTON & D.A.S. have been admirably entertained recently by fellow club members. Mr Bob Sharp spoke about photography and the do's and don'ts connected with producing a good photograph; and at a later meeting Mr Sharp and his brother presented a slide show of fish illustrated on postage stamps. The M.A.L. show for which the society were the host club was successfully presented, with BEDWORTH A. & P.S. taking every prize except one—a third in the breeders class that went to Mr P. Tagger.

.. 21 entries were judged by Mr D. Thompson at the RUGBY & D.A.S. table show for livebearers. Results were: Guppies: 1 and 2, Mr R. Delday; 3 and 4, Mr C. Hands. A.o.v. livebearer: 1 and 2, Mr and Mrs G. Thomas; 3 and 4, Mr B. V. Woolerton. Breeders livebearers: 1 and 2, Mr H. Harris.

.. AT the third meeting of EALING & D.A.S. the temporary committee was re-elected as follows: chairman, Mr L. Sandfield; vice-chairman, Mr G. Enever; treasurer, Mr D. Church; secretary, Mr R. Barrett (8 Grove Court, Grove Road, London, W.5); Mr C. Ankin, Mr R. Sellers, Mrs W. Church. Mr R. Savage was elected as show secretary, in which post Mr C. Rainbow was unable to continue for domestic reasons.

.. A NEW address for the secretary of CRAWLEY COLLEGE A.S. Correspondence should be sent to Mrs J. H. Partridge at 29 Dedisham Close, Furnace Green, Crawley, Sussex.

.. LATEST results in the Scott trophy table show competition from DUNDEE A.S.: Large cicliids: 1, Mr Brian Hill; 2 and 3, Mr Albert Hastie. Angels and pompadours: 1, Mr G. Mitchell; 2, Mr R. Brown; 3 and 4, Mr G. Mitchell. Junior: 1, D. Miller. At the DUNDEE-PERTH inter-club competition a total of 76 entries were benchd and of these 49 came from 14 Dundee A.S. members.

.. GOSPORT & D.A.S. have elected the following officers. Chairman, Mrs J. Wright; secretary, Mr M. J. Ellick (5 Ankerwyke, Bower, Gosport), treasurer, Mrs J. Wright; committee, Mr Sandfield, Mr Bridgman, Mr Grey, Mrs Sandfield, Master Peman. The show secretary is elected after the open show and is at present Mr K. Clough (16 Newmarket Road, Gosport).

.. WHILE members of BLACKWATER A.C. were still feeling expansive as a result of being entertained by the slide show of the 1967 B.A.F. the chairman asked all members with cars to purchase car stickers advertising club activities. No less enjoyment was felt at the lecture by Mr Ed Nicholls of Thurrock on the selection of fish, which members found most helpful. The Society's offer to furnish a tank in the rest room for the aged had been gratefully accepted by the local hospital. Anyone in the area can now join the club at a reduced rate and should contact Mr E. Gee, Park View, Chelmsford Road, Purleigh, or Mr D. G. Kempen, 47 Hall Estate, Goldhanger, Maldon, Essex.

.. 37 MEMBERS attended the first monthly meeting of the newly formed TONBRIDGE & D.A.S. in Dowslake Hall, where they enjoyed a very interesting and wide-ranging talk on the hobby from Mr G. Jessopp, chairman of the F.B.A.S. Mr Jessopp covered such diverse points as the identification of fish, setting up an aquarium, breeding and showing; he gave answers to members many questions.

.. A NEW society has been formed in Huddersfield, to be known as the TOP TEN A.S. The first two meetings produced very encouraging results with 21 members registered. The club meets fortnightly on Monday evenings at the Top Ten night club, Northgate, Huddersfield, at 7.45 p.m. A programme of events has been arranged including an open show to be held at Huddersfield Town Hall on 16th March 1969. Visitors and new members will receive a cordial welcome at meetings. Officials of the Society are: president, Mr J. Marsden; secretary, Mr L. Kaye (6 Totties, Holmfirth, Huddersfield); chairman, Mr F. Ledger (37 High Royd Lane, Moldgreen, Huddersfield).
... HARRICH & D.A.S. entertained aquarists from WITHAM and IPSWICH Societies at the Royal Hotel, Dovercourt on Saturday, 11th May. Mr and Mrs Riley from Anglia Aquatics, Bury St. Edmunds, acted as quizmasters for a contest between the three clubs. The inter-club shield, held during the last year by Witham, was decisively won this year by the home team.

... The 90 slides and taped commentary of Hendon's slide lecture on fishkeeping were greatly enjoyed by members of LEEK & D.A.S. recently. At this meeting Mr W. Ash was awarded first and second prizes in the table show for danios, rasbora and minnows with a zebra and a pearl danio Q., Mr F. Brocklehurst, and Mr R. Billing, halterin. Other activities have included outings to Dudley Zoo Aquarium and Birdland, Bournemouth-on-the-Water.

... A NEW society in North Wales, the COLWYN BAY & D.A.S., would welcome contacts with neighbouring societies and help in making the club a success. Secretary Mrs P. M. Houlton (25 Cambrian Drive, Rhos-on-Sea, Colwyn Bay, Denbighshire) would also be very pleased to supply details of meetings to prospective new members.

Dates for Your Diary

27th June. BRISTOL T.F.C. Open Show, Newson St. Congregational Church Hall, Sladeville from Mr W. H. Holland, 47 Wood Lane, Nails, Bristol.

26th June. HUTTON GRAMMAR SCHOOL A.S. 3rd Junior Open Show. Details from show secretary Mr D. G. M. L. King, Todd Lane South, Hutton, Essex.

30th June. GOSPORT & D.A.S. Open Show, Bridgemary Community Centre, Broadway Lane, Gosport. Open classes from show secretary, 15 New Road, Gosport, Hants.

7th July. TADCASTER & D.A.S. Open Show, Broadacre Community Centre, Tadcaster. Details from Mr R. M. Fairclough, Station Grove Lodge, Station Grove, Tadcaster.

7th July. CHELTENHAM & D.A.S. Open Show, Hanney, 13th October.


13th July. GOLDSMITH SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN quarterly meeting. Details from Mr W. L. Wilson, 57 Concratula Gardens, Edgware, Middlesex.

13th-14th July. ROMFORD & BARKING A.C. Open Show. Details from show secretary Mr W. F. Small, 32 Gresmar Avenue, Romford, Essex.

14th July. BOURNEMOUTH A.C. Open Show, King's Hall, Hanover Street, Bournemouth. Details from Mr W. C. Sainsbury, Chesham, Bucks. Enquiries to Mr J. M. R. Hare, 54 Salvale Drive, Chesham, Bucks (phone Almshouse 24545).

14th July. MEDWAY A.S. Open Show, Fishers School, Oxted Road, Chatham, Kent. Details from Mr J. Marshall, Chesterton, Dartford Rd., South Dartford, Kent.


27th July, EAST LONDON AQUARIUM AND BUNDDERSPETERS ASSOCIATION Open Show, Ripplke Road School, Ripplke Rd., Barking, Essex. Benching 6 p.m. Friday, 6th-10 a.m. 27th, Enquiries to Mr J. M. P. Short, Chadwell Heath, Romford, Essex.

3rd-10th August. PORTSMOUTH A.S. Open Show, Portsmouth Community Centre, Twyford Avenue. Schedules available from show secretary Mr W. Ryder, 493 Commercial Road, Portsmouth.

13th August. GORTON & OPENHAWA S Open Show, Details available.

13th August. RAINWORTH & D.A.S. Open Show, Showrooms of E. Taylor & Sons (Southwood Ltd) West End Garage, Southwood, Nottingham. Benching 12 noon-2 p.m.

16th-17th August. MIDLAND OPEN SHOW, Brixton Hall, Broad Street, Birmingham 1. Details from Mr J. W. W. Evans, 121 Franklin Road, Kings Norton, Birmingham 30.

17th-18th August. ROCHELDE & D.A.S. second Open Show, Worker's Men's Club, Halifax Road, Rochdale.

18th August-1st September. HARLOW A.S. first Open Show (Harlow Town Show).

9th September. HIGH WYcombe A.S. Open Show.

7th September. YATE & D.A.S. second Open Show, Cheltenham School, North Street, Downend, Bristol. Schedule from show secretary, 42 Lodge Lane, Warrington.

14th September. NUNEATON A.S. first Open Show. 16 classes. Show schedules from Mr G. G. G. G. Green, 44A North Street, Downend, Bristol.

7th-8th September. NOTTINGHAM & D.A.S. National Open Show.

8th September. WARRINGTON A.S. Open Show. St. Benedicts' Youth Club (Bell Hall), Orford Lane, Warrington. Benching 12,30-2 p.m. Schedules from show secretary, 42 Lodge Lane, Warrington.

17th-19th September. OLDHAM & D.A.S. Open Show. Youth Centre, Cecil Road, Oldham.

17th September. HOUNSLow A.S. Open Show. Youth Centre, Cecil Road, Oldham.

15th September. REIGATE & REDHILL A.S. Open Show. Town Hall, Reigate. Benching 9 a.m.-1.30 p.m. Open to public 2 p.m. Details from Mr J. H. Sharp, 16 Bankside Drive, Horley, Surrey.

21st September. MID-HERTS. Open Show. St. Paul Church Hall, St. Albans. Benching 8 a.m., 12 noon-2 p.m. Schedule from Mr C. Burn, 23 Chesham Road, St Albans, Herts.

28th September. AMERSHAM & D.A.S. Open Show.

21st September. NEWPORT A.S. 6th Open Show, Daffin Junior High School, Newport. Benching 9 a.m.-12 noon, open to public about 7 p.m. Two show secretaries, Mr R. J. Perry, Mrs. W. C. Willis, 13 Chesham Road, Newport.

22nd September. STONE A.S. Open Show. Stone Town Hall, St. Albans. Benching from 8 a.m.-noon, open to public about 6 p.m. Secretaries, Mr J. A. M. Nightingale, Mrs. R. P. Nightingale, 10 Greenfield Vale, Stone, Herts.


29th September. BLACKPOOL & FYLDE A.S. eighth Annual Show. Harrowby Solenius, South Promenade, Blackpool.

4th October. HEYWOOD & D.A.S. Open Show, Heywood Labour Club, Bridge Street, Heywood (3 mins from Heywood Hall). Benching 12 noon-2 p.m. Schedules from Mr J. T. H. Brown, 36 Manor Court Road, Nuneaton, Warwicks.

8th October. CHICHESTER A.S. Open Show. Ambulance Headquarters Hall, 51 Gloucester Road, Chichester.

26th-27th October. BRITISH AQUARIUMS FESTIVAL at Belle Vue Gardens, Manchester.

3rd November. MIXENDEN 7.F.S. Open Show, Station Hotel, Clogh Lane, Mixenden, Halifax, Yorks.

6th November. TLOWTH Contrary Meeting. Details from show secretary Mr W. F. Short, 57 Cornwall Gardens, Edgware, Middlesex.

The AQUARIUM SHOW

Classified ADVERTISEMENTS

AQUATIC SUPPLIERS

LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES. South East London's largest aquaria. Over 100 tanks containing numerous varieties of fish. Retail and wholesale. 24 x 12 x 12 in. polycoated tank complete with heater, thermostat and thermometer, 65s. Neons, tiger barbs, 5 for 10s; angels, platys, 4 for 10s; many other bargains. Proops waterfall and fountain pump complete, £3 19s 6d, plus 7s 6d p.p. Plants, fish and equipment sent by post and/or rail. Regret callers only for tanks and ponds. Please send s.a.e. for list of fish and plants etc. to Lee Aquarium Centre, 266 Lee High Road, Lewisham, S.E.13 (A20 road between Lewisham and Lee). Phone LEE 5191.

KINGSWAY SPORTS, 159 High Street, Barking. Tropical, aquariums, accessories, plants, live food.

TROPICAL AND MARINE FISH. Fresh supplies weekly. Plants, tanks, accessories. Rosada Ltd, 153 Queen’s Rd, Blackburn (phone 57654). Opposite Queen’s Park Flats. Open daily, 9.30 a.m.–6.0 p.m.; Closed all day Monday.

OLDBURYS OF CHESTER. 100 varieties tropical fish, freshwater and marine. 40 varieties plants. Equipment, live foods. Equipment. Views after 7 p.m. Weekends 2 to 6 p.m. 36 Pearl Lane, Vicars Cross, Chester 41671.

NOW AT NEW PREMISES—BETTA PETS, 28 Watery Lane, Preston (phone 27155). Specialises in tropical, marine and coldwater fishes. 43 tanks on display. All equipment and accessories in stock.

NORTHERN IRELAND. Breeders of tropical and coldwater fish and plants. All equipment supplied. Mr Alfred Robbins, Grosvenor Tropics, 88 Woodstock Road, Belfast.

PLYMOUTH TROPICALS for your fish, plants and equipment. North Hill Nurseries, Tavistock Road, Plymouth. Phone 62663.

Classified ADVERTISEMENTS

AQUAGOODS. The Mail Order Service. Send 6d stamp for full price lists of equipment, fish and plants. Post free over 10s, up to 15% discount on orders. Aquagooods, 187 Purves Road, London, N.W.10.


OVER 120 VARIETIES tropical, marine and pond fish—for personal shoppers only. Kingsfisheries, 308 Croydon Road, Beckenham, Kent. Phone 0-650 3716. Closed Wednesdays.

WHITEWORMS, GRINDAL-WORMS, 3s cultures. Very large quantities. Send 3s (post free) to Aquagooods, 187 Purves Road, London, N.W.10.

BOOKS

ELECTRICITY IN YOUR AQUARIUM. Originally published at £6 6d, this 114 pages book with 42 illustrations is now available at 2s 6d post free from PetFish Publications, 554 Garratt Lane, London, S.W.17.

F.B.A.S. SHOW STANDARDS for Cultivated Tropical Fish, 24 pages. 2s 6d post free. PetFish Publications, 554 Garratt Lane London, S.W.17.


EQUIPMENT

RUSTPROOFED aquaria, ornamental stands, glazing cement. Equipment manufacturer. S.A.E. Westby’s, Barton, Ormskirk.

LARGE AQUARIA, FRAMES, SHADES, STANDS, 1 x 1 x 4 in. steel angle: 36s x 12 x 12 in., 28s; 36s x 15 x 12 in., 29s; 11 x 1 x 4 in. steel angle: 32 x 10 x 12 in., 42s; 32 x 12 x 12 in., 42s; 32 x 15 x 12 in., 45s; 48 x 15 x 15 in., 45s; 48 x 15 x 15 in., 45s; 48 x 15 x 15 in., 45s. Two-tier stands: 36 x 12 x 33 in., 50s; 42 x 12 x 33 in. high, 57s; 48 x 12 x 33 in., 62s; 48 x 15 x 33 in., 67s. Aluminium stands: 36s x 12 in., 30s; 42 x 12 in., 37s; 48 x 12 in., 42s; 48 x 15 in., 45s. 7-lb sealed tin aquarium glazing compound 13s. 14-lb tin 24s. Shades, compound, sent only with frames or stands. Any size to order. S.A.E. Carriage paid. Money back if not satisfied. Hockney Engineers, Derwent Place, Sweet Street, Leeds 11. Phone 25061.

FISH

ADULT FANCY GOLDFISH. Excellent stock. Pearly scales show specimens, 4 in. bodies £7 10s. and £10 each. Lionheads 3–4 in. bodies £4 and £5 each. Redhead orandas 3–4 in. bodies £4 and £5 each. Red orandas 3–4 in. bodies £3 10s. and £4 each. Celestials 4 in. £5 each. Moors 2½–3 in. £3 each. Telescopic fantails 3 in. £3 each. Fish are dispatched Mondays and Thursdays only. Please state station and day when ordering. Carriage and packing 10s. Please phone to view (phone Ingrebourne 44741). H. Tisbury, Aquarist, 21 Queens Road, Walthamstow, London, E.17.

CORYDORAS WANTED. Interested in any rare or popular variety, e.g. Brochis corallinus, R. Briedwood, 104 Chatham Street, Walworth, London, S.E.17.
WE OFFER
QUALITY & QUANTITY
TROPICAL AND COLDWATER FISH

EARLY SUMMER IS THE TIME TO INSTALL, RESTORE OR REPAIR YOUR GARDEN POND
CALL AT OUR EALING OR TOLWORTH SHOPS FOR ADVICE AND ALL NECESSARY
EQUIPMENT

Plastolene, Juralene, polythene pool-liners in a variety
of colours. Prefabricated glassfibre pools, pond seal,
silglaze and water-proofing powder.

WATER LILIES
Exotic Red & White... 20/-
Yellow... 15/-
Pink... 12/6
White... 10/-

GIANT SAGITTARIA
SPATTERDOCK
Various oxygenating plants

POND PLANTS

MARGINAL PLANTS
Bullrush... 2/-
Iris... 4/6
Watermint... 8d

Submersible pumps in various capacities to aerate, filter
and beautify your garden with waterfall or fountain.

FISH
Golden Orfe... 5/6-27/6
Golden Tench... 21/-
Golden Rudd... 15/-
Mirror Carp... 7/6
Green Tench... 4/6-6/6
Goldfish... 1/6-8/6

WE HAVE BREEDING PAIRS OF FISH IN THE FOLLOWING VARIETIES
Black Moors... 50/- pair
Calico Fantails... 50/-
Calico Comets... 35/-
Blue Shubunkins... 30/- to 40/-
Pond Goldfish... 30/- to 40/-
Gold Medaka... 7/- pair

FISH
Blackmoors... 6/6
Nymphs... 3/6
Red Fantails... 6/6

WE CATER FOR THE NEW AND EXPERIENCED AQUARIIST

Minimum order 50/- plus 10/- carriage and packing

J. T. HUNT (AQUAPETS) LTD
17, LEELAND ROAD, WEST EALING, W.13
Tel. 01-567 2748

Opening Hours 9.00-5.30. Half-day Wednesday

382 EWELL ROAD, TOLWORTH, SURREY
Tel. 399 0478

BUSES: 207, 207A, 255, 83

BUSES: 281, 406, 418, 283

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
WE CARRY IN STOCK—
All your REQUIREMENTS for SUCCESSFUL FISHKEEPING. We INVITE you to WRITE
for our CATALOGUE — OUR POSTAL SERVICE is COURTEOUS and EFFICIENT.
(R egret Fish for callers only)
Telephone
2406
WIN GATE 7. MARKET STREET
WINCHESTER

Classified ADVERTISEMENTS (continued)

SUPERB VEILTAIL GUPPIES
Awarded ‘Water Life’ diploma. Best in open show £1 per pair, carriage
5s. C. R. Perry, Professional Aquarist, 615 West Street, Crewe.
QUALITY tropica ls and plants. Many
home bred. Some specials. Personal
attention by aquarist. Evenings and
weekends. 43 Wainwright Avenue,
Hutton, Nr. Shenfield, Essex.
COLDW ATER FISH. Fancy goldfish,
blackmoors, fantails, calico, celestial,
etc. Sun bass, peacock eye, orfe, etc.
Also large goldfish and coloured carp.
All sent by rail to your home station.
Send s.a.e. for list to: Harvey Stock
Aquatics, 1758 Pershore Road, Cotter-
ridge, Birmingham 30.
VEILT AIL GUPPIES. 70 varieties
tropical fish, also marine fish. 30
varieties tropical plants. Equipment,
live food (fresh daily). Weekend 10 a.m.
—9.30 p.m. Weekdays 5 p.m.—9.30
p.m. Vaughan, 6 Rodney St., St Helens
(26871).
TROPICAL FISH BREEDER has
large stock for sale. Fifty varieties—
home bred—including emperors, neons,
glowlights, unusual livebearers. Phone
Billerica y 51936. Trade enquiries wel-
come.

MISCELLANEOUS
BADGES. Every Society needs bright
enamel badges. For best service and
quality contact R. E. V. Gemm Ltd.,
14-15 Frederick Street, Birmingham 1.
LIVE TUBIFEX. Phone 01-237
6165/6.

REPTILES
REPTILES, AMPHIBIANS. Free list.
J. & D. Naturalists, 36 Nazeby Avenue,
Crosby, Liverpool, 23.

WATER PLANTS
PERRY'S FOR PLANTS. 1st and 2nd
Awards British Aquarists’ Festival.
Assorted selections tropical or cold,
7s 6d, 10s 6d, 12s 6d. Fallis. torus,
S. natans, 6s doz. Cryptocoryne becket-
tii, willistii, haematella, 2s 6d each, six
assorted 10s. Water wisteria, giant
hygrophila, 2s 6d. Post 1s. All adver-
tised accessories. C. R. Perry, Profes-
sional Aquarist, 615 West Street, Crewe.

PLEASE MENTION PETFISH
MONTHLY when replying to adver-
tisers.

POT LUCK. Special offer (post only).
Grown in heated pools, so disease-free
for fish. 55 tropical quarantined
aquatic plants and 8 cuttings tropical
jungle jar plants for house or fish house.
19s 6d post paid. Ian Frazer, Bachelors,
Ockham, Ripley, Surrey.

SHOW JARS. New glass show jars,
with black screw tops, 4 in. square 6
in. deep. 3s 3d each, 36s dozen,
49 18s half-dozen, for collection only
(South London area). Box 53.

WARRINGTON OPEN SHOW
September 8th
Show schedules containing full details
from show secretary, 42 Hood Lane,
Warrington.

You are only one
of thousands who will be reading this
advertisement. Your goods and services
could be brought to the attention of
readers if you advertise in
PETFISH MONTHLY.
Write for details of rates etc., to
Advertising Manager,
554 Garratt Lane · London, S.W.17

MARINE FISH SUPPLIES
OF ENFIELD
NOW STOCK ONLY THE MOST
BEAUTIFUL AND RARE IN CORAL
FISH AND INVERTEBRATES
RING 01-363 0285
AFTER 6 P.M.
FOR AN APPOINTMENT OR PRICE LIST
LIMITED NUMBERS OFFERED TO TRADE

ACUREL Q®
a completely reliable cure for
WHITE SPOT, FUNGUS and ALGAE
An entirely British product of course.
SUREGROW

“DIET” RANGE OF TROPICAL FISH FOODS

* DIET 00  
  TROPICAL FRY FOOD  3/-

* DIET 11  
  STANDARD TROPICAL FOOD  2/6 & 3/6

* DIET 22  
  COARSE GRADE TROPICAL FOOD  2/6 & 3/6

* DIET 33  
  HIGH PROTEIN MEAL  3/-

* DIET 44  
  WHEAT GERM FLAKES  3/-

* DIET 55  
  FREEZE DRY TUBIFEX  4/6 & 7/9

* DIET 88  
  STANDARD FLAKE FOOD  3/6 & 6/6

SUREGOLD

THE “FLOATING PELLET” FOOD
FOR ALL COLDWATER FISH 1/8 & 4/6

SUREGROW by SCANCO DIVISION

FROM ALL GOOD AQUARIUM SHOPS: FOR DETAILS WRITE
SCAN LTD. OLD BATH RD. COLN BROOK SLOUGH BUCKS

“ I saw your advertisement in PFM “
NATIONAL OPEN SHOW
(Sponsored by Nottingham & District Aquarists' Society)

DRILL HALL
TRIUMPH ROAD, NOTTINGHAM

Saturday & Sunday
7th–8th SEPTEMBER 1968

Schedules from Show Secretary:
Mrs B. J. Scrimshaw,
30 Avebury Close,
Nottingham, NG 11, 9FX.
TEL. 212317

TONBRIDGE AQUARIUM CENTRE
AND POODLE PARLOUR
10 QUARRY HILL PARADE
TONBRIDGE, KENT
Phone 63764
One of the largest aquariums in Kent
100 Varieties of tropical and coldwater fishes
20 Varieties of plants
All types of tanks available
Gro-lux kits

Our special line: angels 1/10

Hours of business:
Tues., Thurs., Friday 10 a.m.–8 p.m.
Wednesday 2–8 p.m.
Sunday 10 a.m.–1 p.m.
Closed all day Monday

Visit Bean Hatchery
(Mrs K. Cooper)
54 Swanscombe Street,
Swanscombe, Kent
Greenhithe 3148
Large selection of TROPICALS
MARINES
PLANTS
ACCESSORIES
Call any time, including Sunday

TROPICALS AND GOLDFISH
PLANTS·ACCESSORIES·AQUARIUMS
LIVE DAPHNIA AND TUBIFEX

KINGSWAY SPORTS LTD
159 HIGH STREET
BARKINGSIDE ESSEX
Tel. 550 9466
Killifish and other home-bred fish a speciality.
LARGE CAR PARK OPPOSITE

THE 25th ANNUAL
MIDLAND OPEN SHOW
14–18 AUGUST
BINGLEY HALL, BROAD ST.
BIRMINGHAM 1

97 CLASSES TRADE STANDS
EXHIBITS DISPLAYS
BAR & BUFFET PARKING

ADMISSION:
Adults 2/6, Children and O.A.P. 1/-

SCHEDULES
Mr J. Fellows
18 Wordsworth Ave., Headless Cross,
Redditch, Worcs.

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
INTER-PET

for a

COMPLETE RANGE OF AIR-PUMPS

Inter-Pet Mini Pump
A British made pump for 1 tank. Price, 22/6d

Airstream Dome Pump (S-5)
Slightly more powerful than the Mini-pump. An advanced modern design with rubber arm mounting and metal chassis. Top value for 27/6d

Airstream Twin Pump (S-20)
A powerful twin diaphragm pump with 2 outlets, by the makers of the S-5. Price, 49/6d

Airstream Quad Pump (S-40)
A very successful four-chamber pump suitable for several tanks or the small fish house. Price, 99/6d

INTER-PET · CHURCH STREET · DORKING · SURREY

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
VISIT
Sutton’s New Aquarium
120 CARSHALTON ROAD
SUTTON
Phone 643-1979
Browsers welcome
A selection of quality TROPICAL and COLDWATER FISH
IN ONE OF SURREY’S NICEST DISPLAYS
All Aquarists’ Needs in Stock
OPEN
MONDAY, TUESDAY, THURSDAY
10 a.m.—6 p.m.
WEDNESDAY
10 a.m.—1 p.m.
FRIDAY, SATURDAY
10 a.m.—7 p.m.

The £ in your pocket IS worth less, with ever increasing costs, BUT we are proud to say that McLYNN’S FISH-FOOD (the food in the plastic box) has NEVER changed in QUALITY, QUANTITY or PRICE.

It is still 1/6 ½ oz (14 grams), 2/6 1 oz (28 grams), 5/- 3 oz (85 grams), and jars 17/6 15 oz (425 grams), just the same as it was in 1958.

No better fish-food in the world • Contains every essential ingredient • Will not foul the water.

You get full value for your money; being BRITISH and packed by BRITONS, there are no import duties, or freight charges, and no devaluation costs for you to pay.

So BACK BRITAIN and insist on McLYNN’S
Produced and used by D. McNERNEY of
McLYNN’S AQUARIUM
EWHURST, CRANLEIGH, SURREY
The author of
‘ALL ABOUT TROPICAL FISH’
The best book on Tropicals in the World (85/- plus 4/6 postage)

“COLLEY” SYPHON PUMP

- Ideal for Aquariums
- Recommended for filling Motor Mowers & Garden Sprays
- Made from high grade polyethylene
- Pumps or siphons
- Capacity 7 pints per minute

ONLY 6/9 EACH
(Subject to Trade discount)

Leaflet from Sole Importers
COLLEY NOCKOLDS LTD.,
126, Spa Road, London, S.E.16

WHOLESALE RETAIL
BONNER AQUARIA
19 BONNER STREET
BETHNAL GREEN
LONDON E.2
Tel. 01-980 1488

TROPICAL PLANTS FISH COLDWATER ACCESSORIES

Importers of Tropical Fish and Plants.
Trade Supplied. Phone or call any time.
Thursdays by appointment only.
Mon.—Fri. (except Thur.) 9 a.m.—8 p.m.
Thurs. 9 a.m.—1 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.—6.30 p.m.

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
WATER CANNOT PENETRATE THE REVOLUTIONARY, NEW TECHNIQUE SUPER CASCADE MAGNETIC FORCE GARDEN FOUNTAIN PUMP

At last—motor leaks gone forever! The 24 volt safety motor on the 'Super Cascade' is completely water sealed in solid impermeable plastic! Impellor drive is achieved through a unique, foolproof magnetic coupling!

OTHER GREAT 'SUPER CASCADE' FEATURES INCLUDE:

★ Fine filter intake that works efficiently even when two thirds blocked—yet can be cleaned in moments!
★ Lead to power transformer—hermetically sealed to moulded casing.
★ Super styling designed to enhance the clearest pool!
★ Adjustable fountain rose—select your own cascade!
★ Waterfall connection.

The incredible new SUPER CASCADE MAGNETIC FORCE Garden Water Pump

NOW IN STOCK

ELSWORTHY ELECTRONICS, Dept. PFI

EARLSWOOD WATER GARDENS Dept. PF2
165 Wood Lane, Earlswood, Warwickshire.
Telephone: Earlswood 586

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
Patriotic fish rise to Phillips Flaked Food

New! A first-class, all-British preparation, Phillips new flaked fish food is highly nutritious and appetising. Fish rise to it with enthusiasm. Furthermore, every flake contains sarcoplein—the exclusive Phillips ingredient that guards against 'cotton wool' fungus. Buy British—buy Phillips!

Two types: Cold water and tropical.
One price: 1s. 11d. per drum.
PHILLIPS YEAST PRODUCTS LTD.
Park Royal, London NW10

REGULAR MEAL TIMES FOR FISH!!

SWISS PRECISION-BUILT AUTOMATIC FISH-FEEDER

New type of feeder can be regulated to feed fish up to five times a day, every day, month after month. (Even when you are on holiday.) It will cater for tanks with from 1 to 120 fish. Provision for automatically switching aquarium light on and off.

Precision of an electric clock
Simple—reliable—foolproof
Measures only \(\frac{2}{3} \times \frac{2}{3} \times \frac{2}{3}\)


£12 each, plus post and packing 5/-, cash with order. (Usual retail price £15 15s. 0.)

LIVESTOCK SUPPLIES

37 Greek Street,
STOCKPORT, Cheshire

Phone: STOCKport 6091

Tropical and Coldwater Fish
Large Selection of Equipment
Plants—Live Foods
Reptiles and Amphibia

HOUNSLOW & DISTRICT AQUARISTS SOCIETY

Annual Open Show

Sat. 14th September 1968

Youth Centre, Cecil Road, Hounslow
Ampie car parking, Near Hounslow Bus Station.
Top class prizes, film-show, shop, refreshments.
Schedules from Mr. Bert Pratt,
23 Woodlawn Drive, Feltham, Middlesex.
YOU HAVE TRIED THE REMEDIES—NOW TRY **Vitakraft** FISH FOODS

WILL NOT CLOUD WATER


ERIC WOODS (ROSEWOOD) LTD., ARLESTON, WELLINGTON, SHROPS. Telephone: Wellington 2261/2

---

**AQUARIUS TROPICAL**

Mitcham's New Aquarium

* GRO-LUX KIT WITH TUBE
  For 24" AQUARIUM, 47/6d.

* STAINLESS STEEL AQUARIUMS
  24" x 12" x 12", 57/6d.

MON.—FRI. 10 a.m.—7.30 p.m.
(Closed until 2 p.m. Wed.)

SATURDAY 10 a.m.—8 p.m.

SUNDAY 10 a.m.—2 p.m.

* CICHLIDS a Speciality *

76 MONARCH PARADE, LONDON ROAD, MITCHAM, SURREY

Phone: 01-648 0999

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
Tachbrook

Goes Multi-storey

Well, not strictly ‘multi’—but we have now opened our upper floor of showrooms. So that in addition to the extensive spectacular display of crystal-clear aquaria (all planted) on the ground floor, Tachbrook Tropicals now have on the second floor two wholly new sections awaiting your inspection.

More tanks—more fishes. If you’re interested in aquatic plants you will find as well a fine range of Cryptocorynes and Amazon swords in the 50 tanks forming our new fish section. But that’s not all.

In our tank section, in full array, you can actually see the full variety of tanks, covers and tank stands Tachbrook Tropicals have to offer. Plain or bow-fronted tanks, stands of all kinds—scrolled, bookcase etc. in every size from 18 inches up to 6 feet long, all are there with plenty of space for you to admire and select at your leisure. And here, too, is something more you will not find anywhere else—fascinating natural stone in the most wonderful decorative formations, all in selected pieces ideal for beautifying aquaria of all sizes.

Everyone goes to Tachbrook Tropicals some time
— there’s even more to see now!

TACHBROOK TROPICALS LTD.

244 Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, S.W.1.  
Tel: 01-834 5179

“I saw your advertisement in PFM”
TetraMin

PRODUCED BY SPECIALISTS
WHO ARE DEVOTING THEIR LIVES TO FISH

It has taken years of research and development
by people who really understand and care about
fish to produce TetraMin, the safe, tested, reliable
fish food. This knowledge and experience is
what you are buying with every pack of TetraMin.
Knowledge that your fish are getting the right
food, carefully balanced nutrients that are easily
digestible, food to make them livelier and live
longer. Don’t be misled by similar products or
substitutes—there have been imitators, and no
doubt other imitators will come along. Only by
insisting on TetraMin can you be certain of the
quality and purity that you want for your fish. See
your aquarist or pet shop and ask for TetraMin.

YOUR FISH PLAY SAFE WITH TetraMin

Ask your stockist for our free Feeding, Care and Temperature Table, or send self-addressed, stamped envelope to:
HERB-ROYAL LIMITED • (TetraMin DIVISION) • COLLEY LANE ESTATE • BRIDGWATER • SOMERSET

PRINTED BY ADLARD & SON, LTD., BARTHOLOMEW PRESS, DORKING